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DlSCUSSION OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR Igao-r90r. 
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Member concerned a,ld to the rest of Council, if, in the casc of his having a 
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and to ddiver only a summary of it, or such portion of it as he .. a: t ,~ 
desirable. Whil;it I h.m: no wish tv curb the natur.d eloquence ~, L' , hI,. 
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Members, I think that this is an excellent suggestion, and, if an)' Hon'ble 
Member propose:! to take advantage of it to-day, I will not stand in his way. 

The speech, even if not delivered here, will, of course. appear in its entirety in 
the Press, and will thus appeal to the wider audience for whom it is probably 
intended." 

The Hon'ble MR. DAWKINS moved that the Financial Statement for 

1900-1901 be takf'!n into consideration. He said :-" I do not propose to make 
any generairemarks'atthrs o .e t~ I think' .it· will be better to wait for' the 
. observations of Hun'ble Members and t ~  to supply any inrorm;ation in answer 

to these observations, which it may be in my power to give. But there is one 
matter which perhaps I may call attention 10. The: Government has just con-

cluded an urangement with the State of Mar'war for con\'erting the loral cur-
rency into British rupee.. We. have undertaken to convert up to two crores of 
local currency into British rupees, the Durbar engaging to dt!al with any excess 

that may be foundlo exist over that.mount •. The Go,emment has had much 

satisfaction in maidag this arrangement although our finances derive no profit 
whatsoever from the transaction, but it ",ill be of great assistance to the people 
of the State, o~e difficulties in these days of famine have been much increas-

ed by the existenc,," of this depreciated and depreciating currency. I venturelto 
hope that the intelligent andpublic.spiiitedaction of the Maharaja of Jodhpur 

may find i it tor ~ ... ,C Il.i~erlj,~J~., lii ul itl •• l.beline, exist elsewhere owing 
. to these depreciated uiTeJi ie.~1 ui thiiii" -Dot' a matter in which Government 
can take the initiative i .that must· be left for the Native States, though I think 
I can say that if any Native States care to approach the Government they will 

be lure of meeting with treatment as liberal as our duty to our own taxpayers 
permits us to afford." 

The Hon'ble MR. ALLAN ARTHUR said:-u My Lord, as junior member 
of Your Lordship's Council, it affords me much pleasure to congratulate 
tt::' Government of India on the Itate of their finances as disclosed by the 

Budget. It has been pointed out by a leadirg newspaper that the Govern-
ment have to thank certain fortuitous circumstances for the satisfactory 

position shown, but, when it is considCftd that a famine of unprecedented 
magnitude, foUowing closely ODaDother of great severity, has to be pro-

vided for in order to avert terrible disaster, it will be generally admitted 
that, given normal seasons, the finances of India are in a condition to enable 
the Government to resume expenditure, temporarily suspended, on Railways, 
Roads and other works, to the advantage of the country, and thereafter to 

sbowa handsome surplus. I sbould like to congratulate tbe Hon'ble Member' 
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o the very interesting statement he h.Cls made in laying hi:; figures bdore the 

cil, and to mention that the reception by I he Mcreanl ile community of 

st statelllent is tinged with the regret that it is also his last. The innova-

I tion . he Hon'ble Member has made in showing the various items of rever.ue 

',and fnditure in pounds sterling is a welcome change to those who were 

fuzzl by Ihe mystical' Rx.' It simplifies the Budget, and is to be welcomed 

\S ap rentl), the first indication the Government of India have gh'en of their 
e\tire nfidence in the success of their currency policy. The Government 

m!gbt Eu her indicate this confidence by guaranteeing interest on Government 
P ~ at 1-4 Exchange. The main objection would appear to be that the 

change would put a considerable profit into the pockets of present holders, but 

it would start a mo,·e in the direction of English investment and would simplify 
to an extraordinary degree the question of borrowing in rupces, 

" My Lord, the question of the Gold Note Act is one which has a consider-

able intert:st for the Mercantile community, and my remarks upon it are of con-

siderable length. I take advantage of Your Excellency's permission to lay on the 
table a note 1 on the subject. The Hon'ble the Financial Member may wish to make 

some remarks on points upon which I have touched and J would summarize them 
very shorlly. With reference to a remark of his that the season opened "'ithout 

the assistance of the money that is usually brought out before X'mas by the Ex-
change Banks, I point out in fairness to these Banks that for the last three months 

of J 899 much heavier remittances ,,'ere made from England than were made during 

the same period in tbe preceding five years. I then go on to show that the result 

of the Secretary of State's Notification in connection wilh the Gold Note Act was 
to force Exchange up to IS. 41d., and that owing to the over·financing, which the 
Notification caused, the rate has since declined to a point below IS. 4t1. to the 
disadvantage of the Government of India. I suggest that the refuul of the 

Secretary of State to have a maximum rate may be taken as a sign of weak-
ness, and that a sudden retreat from a situation he had taken up cannot 

fail to constitute an unsolid foundation in the public view. I refer to cf'.rtain 

remarks made by Your Excellency on the great advantages of attracting British 

capital to India, and "on the necessit.l' of Government doing everything in their 
power to minimize fluctuations in Exchange, so that capital /lIay flow frcely 

between England and India. I point out that, in order to prevent excessive 
fluctuations, Government should fix on a maximum rate of Exch.,nge, beyond 

~ i  the rupee must not be alloweJ to go, and thal in order to make the Gold 
Note Act operative, the GOVf!rnmellt, r' eing that thcy an! rr:spoll!>ible for the! laws 

• y,l. App ... di. I. 
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and regulations under which money can be imported from abroad or rna • 
facturt a' 10&lIy; 11l~l  be prepatect" to give'rupees in e C ~~  for gold i, an 
unlimited extent at t~e m'axiinum tate fixed upon, which lacility would 01)1 'be 
availed 'of in ti'mes of pro ~re. And, finally, I suggest that Government ouid 
tlke pOwer to purchase silver for coinage P1J{poses again it gold de sited .. 
dtidct the A'ct, so .hat they may Jibe no' difficulty in meeting the dem d for: 
~pee i which they have reCently eXperienced, and place the profit c7n s  h pur! 

Ch'a:ies-to' ," spcicial. accoiint lot' the rri i ~e e of the CurrencY ICY is 
recoinmended by flIe Indi.n Currimcj Committee. ... •. , 

, II The eonc1uding part of the note dea1s with the absence in India itself of 
a really effective last resort. The Bank of Bengal have advocated the desira-
bility of the Presidency Banks being given access 'under cer1ainrestrictive tenns 
to the Paper Currency Reserves in times of extreme pressure, I agree tflat 
there are difficuities as suggested by the Ho,,'ble Member, but think that the' 
~ lit  asked 'would be 5eldom, if ever, -a-vaile,d of, that ihe knowledge that there 
i' a reaDy effective last resort iii India woUld be of immen&eassistance to those 
wlie; are responiible for ~ e financing of the internal trade of the country, that the 
dii'liculties the Hon'ble Member foresaw may not be 80 great as he anticipated. 
Mid ihat, .i the facility asked for would be of great benefit to the internal trade-
of t ~ country. the pro'poi3.ls of tlie SUk Of Beng.I iihauld not be finally 
rejected.' .  . 

, 
t 

II My Lord. there are two points in the Budget, which appear to me to be-
most satisfactory. 1'hey show R progressive spirit, aild canDot fail to have the 
approval of those who believe in insurance against misfortunes. I refer first to 
the increased grant to Irrigation works. It has sometimes been said thtt the 
Government of India played with the important question'bf Irrigation, but this. 
is' a reproach which can no longer be levelled at them, and in this connection it 
is very satidactory to learn that an officer of great expinience is being put in 
charge of the Irrigation' Department. The other point is' in connection with 
Military expenditure, and the Military Department !ll'e to be congratulated on 
~ i  pre i1e~ on t~e Gcvernment to agree to re-arm the aative ariDy and the 
Volunteers with the Maguine liRe, to establish a cordite and a central guo 
carriage factory, to illcrelLSe the number of officers with native regiments, and to 
ensure the r~ ter mobility o( the artillery. I notice that no mention is m:lde in 
the Hon'ble the Military Member's interesting statement :ls to "hen the Volun. 
teer re-armament is to take place, and I should like to point out that the anns 
issued to Volunteers are in many cases so worn Ollt that it is most deSirable 
to replace them with as little delay as possible. I should also like to draw 
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'attention to the fact that Calcutta with its. thousands of Volunteers has most 
Icanty and inconvenient accommodation in the matter of rifle ranges. 

II My Lord, t ~ is only one other matter I should like to touch upon, 
and that is the very handsome Revenue Surplus from the Telegraph Depart-
ment. It is somewhat ungenerous to adversely criticize a Department 
which has aone and does splendid service throughout the Indian Empire, but, 
when I know that a friend of mine, who despatched a deferred telegram from 
Simla at the same time as he left Simla himself and arrived at my house in 
Calcutta just three days before the telegram, which is only one of many similar 

instances that I could give, and when I see a surplus on Telegraph Revenue 
account of 49i lakhs of rupees, I cannot help remarking, to quote from my 
hon'ble friend'. Financial Statement, that there is something not altogether 
right in the State of Denmark. I notice that a deficit is budgetted for 
fdr next year in the Department, but that is after debiting Capital Expenditure 
to Revenue, and I trust that no erroneous idea that the deficit is a real 
deficit and that the Department is working at a loss will be allowed to stand iu 
the way of money being spent on additions to the Signalling staff or whatever 
is required to en lure a deferred telegram being transmitted from one to another 
part of the country more quickly than a railway passenger." 

The Hon'ble RAI BAHADUR B. K. BOSE said :_U My Lord, the remarks 
I am going to submit will be confined to matters relating to the Province I ha\'e 
the honour to represent. 

"In explaining the Financial Statement for 1899"1900, Sir James Westland 
laid before the Council two statements showing the progress of Provincial Finance 
from 1892 to 1899. Regarding the Central Provinces the following remarks 
occur: • Fairly continuous progress,-a small drop in 1894-95 due, as the details 
show, to failure of land revenue. Recovery in 1B95-96. Then a serious loss 
of revenue in the two famine years, 1896-97 and 18g7-g8. But complete recov-
ery in the early future is anticipated.' The hope that tile Province was about to 
enter on an era of renewed prosperity has not unhappily been rulWed. 'the 
year opened with disappointment and threatens h) end in di ... ter. 18g3"94 
"AI the last year when the Province enjoyed as a whole the blessings of 
a good harvest. The fairly unbroken progress ... de till then was, in my 
humble opinion, due to the far-seeing and generollS policy of a long·term 
settlement coupled with an assessment which, on the whole, was moderate and in 
many districts exceptionally 80, for the advantages accruing during the contin-
uance of the settlement from extension of cultivation and rise in prices remained 

8 
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with the people. AI the official records of the period :show, ~ contrary' policy 
had brought the country to the verge of ruin. A succession of bad seasons has, 

however, undone to a great extent the good r-:lults of that generous policy. T Q 
add to the difficulties of the people. the cycle of bad years has synchronized 
with the period during which many of the enhanced assessments of the new 
settlement 'have come into or ~. The Budget for 1900.19°1 ~o  under 
receipts a smaller sum as land revenue, though the basis of the estimate is the 
revenue as enhanced, temporary lemissions and suspensions accounting for the 
decrease.' The percentage of enhancement inclusive of the resulting enhance· 

ment in cesses. but exclusive of the increase in the rating of sfr land from a low to· • 

For detail •• il, a"lIftll," A a"d 9 to the a full valuation, has been in one district 
11011 in Appeadlll II. I II per cent. on the old demand, 70 to 99 

per cent. in seven, 50 to 61 per cent. in five, and below 35 per cent. in two districts. 
The last l""O are districts where the percentage of assets taken as re"enue and cesses 
at the old settlement was as high as 80. 1 he above enhancements are said to be 
warranted by the progress of cultivation and rise in prices since the old settlement. 
Admitting the full force of this statement, the questi'Jn still arises whether. in view 

of the altered circumstances of the country, the policy which led to these enhance-
ments should not now be reviewed. I beg to be permitted to lay on the table a 
note 1 dealing with this subject in some detail. 

II Under the circumstances set forth in the note, I venture to hope that there 
will be a re-adjustment of both revenue and rent charges on land on a basis more 
in consonance with existing facts. In order that the agriculturists may reap 
the benefit of such a policy, if generously adopted, the next uep needed is to 
relieve them of their present burden of debt. In some tracts they were 80 
swamped with debt that no measure which did riot bring about a settlement 
of their existing liabilities could save them from a position of virtual serfdom 
to their creditors. Mr. Commissioner Fuller, with the approval of the then 
Chief Commissioner, the Hon'ble Mr. Ibbetson, elaborated a scheme, which 
has been most successfully ""orked in lome of the worst tracts. The scheme 
involved a settlement of debts through Panchayats working  under control of 
Government officers. As would appear from tbe Government Resolution of 
Ntn'ember last, the creditors were found so reasonable that in one 'tract 
they gave up debts amounting to about 10 lakhs. In another tract out of 
debts aggregating about 40 lakhs and owed by about IS,OOO' tenants and 
• pattidArs' about la8 lakhs, a sum nearly equal to ten times the revenue, 
were remitted. The conspicuous success of the experiment would justify its 

• Vib Appendix II. 
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wider application. The secret of success was that by working through the 
people, the local public opinion was enlisted in its (avour. But there is always 

a small minority of creditors, who are not amenable to reason. It is these men 
who bring discredit orr the whole class and who need looking after. Whether in 

selected localities, composition on a fair basis through conciliators acting under 
Government.,control should not be provided for by statute where the voluntary 

system fails, in the case of agriculturists whose debts exceed a certain 
number of times the rental, is a question worthy of consideration. I believe 
that worked with caution and with due regard to the interests of both debtors 
and creditors, such a measure for settJement of debts which arc impossible of 
repayment and which injure the former without 'benefiting the latter, would 
do good to all. 

II The position of the agriculturist thus assured, the next step must be 
to 'provide him with loans for cultivation' on fair terms. This was done in 
the case of those relieved under Mr. Fuller's scheme, who needed such 
help, by 'tal<J.dvi' loans. ' T ~J. i  operations have, much to the benefit of tho 
country, largely increased within the last II years. In 1889 the sum loaned was 
under half a lakh. In 1 ~ it exceeded 10 lakhs. I am unable to make out 
bow much has been put down for the next year. I n the year foUowin It the Jast 
famine about 15 lakhs 70 thousand were advanced. Besides,'9 lakhs were 
given from the Charity Fund. I am afraid there will be greater need for 
similar help this time. One great objection to a wider application of t ~~  

operations is that the State thereby incurs a responsibility which may result in 
loss to the public revenue. But I take leave to point out that the new Tenancy 
Act, as I read it, has made a change in the borrowing power of the tenant. 
While he cannot mortgage his holding to a private creditor, no such disability 
attaches to him as regards statutory loans. Except where a mortgage registered 
before the Act and valid under the old law exists, the land of the tenant would 
furnish adequate security for the sum he would ordinarily need for his cultivation. 
But at the same time it must be· o e ~  that the State cannot take the place 
of the village Sowkar. How to provide the landholders with cheap banking 
facilities, so that they may borrow without hopeless  and life.long embarrassment, 
is a question which it would be improper for me to discuss now. Dut all the 
same its i po~t e cannot be overrated. 

" If only arrangements could be made to give the landholder what he 
actually needs for his land at a fair rate of interest, he cannot in the future 
get himself involved. For the new Tenancy Law has cut down hi' P9wer 
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of tranlfer. The fall in the Registration income durir.g IB!.8-S9 of ,S per cent., 
an income the lowest realized during the past se\'en years, is said tl) I;e partly 
due to tltis legislation, which has practically ~ e the cultivating right in sSr 
o tr4Ul ~er b1e when the village is ancestral property and has further 
made non-privileged tenant-right inalienable. In my humble opinion the 
fetters thus imposed on the power of transfer are in accordance with the 
.&pirit of the ancieot usages and laws of the people. Power· to tnosfer 
ancestral property, except for certain family purposes, did Dot exist under 
the old MitAkshar' Law. This salutary rule has, in the case of fathers, been 
rendered almost nugatory by recent judge·made law, and the new legisla-
tion in so far as it partially restricts the power of alienation -and thus 
prevents to some extent dissipation or family proFerty by the improvidence 
of individual ~ ber , is a Itep in the right dilection. As a matter of fact, 
in pre-British days neither the m4.lguz4.r nor the tenant had any right tQ 
transfer, and even after the country became British, this power did not 
exist. In the case of the former, it was for tt.e first time brought into 
existence as a free gift from the Cro"n at tle prcprietary settJen:ent. 
As after experience has sho,,'n, this r~ Ule, tl:ough conceived in the 
best' interest of the people, has resulted in the extinction of many old 
families, the natural leaders ohhe village communities. The law assumed 
In thele cases an equality of advantages and intelligence, which did not as a 
matter of fact exist; and the rigid enforcerr.rnt of the so-called doctrine of 
freedom of contract undid the good expected from the conferral of absolute 
proprietary right. It was found in 1888 that during 'he lIO odd year. which had 
elapsed since the Settlement, over one· fifth of the m4.lguz4.rr area had changed 
hands. Since then the evil became accentuated. The partial withdrawal of the 
former unrestricted right of tr ~er is a tardy measure of protection to the old 
landholding class. I admit the new law makes a village a less profitable invest-
meDt to the capitalist and thus works to his detriment i but the good of the 
country at large demands that his interest should in this case give way to the 
interest of the great agricultural community, on whose welfare the progress of 
the country must rest. 

II In addition to these measures, if irrigational facilities be increased the 
position of the landholders will be much assured. Your Excellency was pleased 
to say last year, • The sGbject of irrigation is one that appeals very closely 
to my concern. We are all familiar with the aphorism about the service 
of the statesmln who can make two blades of grass to grow where 
onl! one grew before i and in India we aced not be remiaded of lbe 
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direct and almost immediate benefit to the agrarian claSi that results 
from an incrr.ase in the area of cultivation.' One noteworthy fact that 
bas struck me in connection with irrigation expenditure is, that the Central Prov-
, inees do hot appear to haye participated in its beneftt. Up to the end of 1896-97 

the sum spent under the two main heads of 

Pndlldift 

Protecti" 
.. 

TOTA .. 

productive and protective works was nearly 

• 31,'5>1M80 33 crores and a half, but as rar as I can 
• .I.o9.!I1, S30 make out, the Central Provinces are con-

spicuous by their absence in the accounts 51,350",010. 
relating to tbis expenditure. It may be 

that rivers which can serve .. SOlD"ce of supply for canals are wanting, but what I 

am unable to make out is, why the question of having storage-tanks has never 
attracted attention. It cannot be said there is nothing in the country to suggest 

the utility of such works. We ha\'e many such tanks, made mainly in pre-British 
days, in what is known as the lake regions in the Central .Provinces. Here an 
irrigation tank is an irregular sheet of water, its bank formed by hills and its 
dyke shaped out of spurs from them, thrown ath."art the hoUow. The largest of 
them has a circumference of J 7 miles. By two short bunds, the waters 
of scores of hins I'a"'e been impounded inlo a lovely lake, which spreads its 
fertilising IIreams onr large areas of surrounding cultivation. Where 
the crude untrained village headman succeedt:d, Briti.h scientific .kill i. 
bound to attain greater success. In a question like this I speak with great 
diffidence, but I believe that the tracts of high.lands aDd valleys, which abound 
in Ihe Central Provinces, would, if looked into, furnish suitable siles for several 
such tanks. Two or three of them have been made of late years to .upply 
drinking water to municipal towns, but their importance for irrigation 
does not appear to have received consideration. Probably the omis-
sion may be due to the fact that as enjoying the benefit oLboth the 
Bombay and Bengal monsoon current, agriculture in the Central Provinces was, 
until within recent years, considered immune. But now that this belief has been 
dispelled, I would respectfully draw attention to the importilnce of tank irrigation. 
As pointed out by the Famine Commission of 1880, the true ,-alue of these 
works should not be measured by their financial success but account must also 
be taken of the protection they give in years of drought, while in SNsons of 
average rainlallthey givc ccrtainty to agriculture, increase the crop-oulturns and 
enable or~ valuahle crops 10 be ,rown. In the' Budget for 1900"1901 
irrigation grant has been raised to a full crore, and I may be permitted to hope 
that the Central Provinces will not be or~otte  when the distribution of this 
grant takes place. In connection with this sul jcct; it is gratifying to filld that 

c 
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more attention is being 'paid to irrigation.'Workl as a IIle~ ure of famine relief. 
Tliese works show better results ~r the money spent tlian roads which are takea 
in hand merely, to create e~plo e t for the peo,ple but which the country does 

,not need, or' which for unt of repairs disappear in a few years after their 

construction. 

"I cannot conclude ,,'ithout a ,,'ord of reference to the famine "'bM:b, for the 
time being, overshadows all other questiOns in my province. In replying to a 
municipal address, Mr. Fraser. our present Chief Commissioner. laid with refer· 
ence to the famine: I But these' feelings are mingled with deep anxiety anel 

,illtense distress at the' unprecedented calamities "'hicb have faDen upon the 

people. I am sustained in my anxiety and distress by the legacy whicb 
Mr. Ibbetson has left me in the elaborate instructions which. with his wonderful 
capacity for work. he has r e~ for all departments of famine administration. 
I am sustained bJ the knowledge that I am surrDunded by officers not only of 
capacity but of high purpose. And I am aJso sustained by the knowledge 
that the officers of Government will receive from the leaders of the people 
generally hearlY co-operation and support ••• The Government of India 
have declared their i t~ tio  to help us in every possible way in our struggle.' 
It is somewhat early to speak of the success of the policy the key-note of 
which was struck in these worda. But if a thorough gralp ,of the siluation, if 
ceaseless watching of the pulse of the distressed districts and skill in combining 
all forms of relief on the part of the head of the Administration, and if Joyal sup-
port. incessant toil and untiring devotion in the cause of humanity on the part 
of the local officers can command success. then is the success assured. The 
mortality returns are always most important guides in estimating the degree 
of success. An examination of these returns since the distress began discloses 
the gratifying fact that though overwht!l1ned by a calamity of even greater 
magnitude than that of 18¢-97, when the death-rate at times went up as high 
8. four times the normal in some tract •• the death-rate this time has not only not 

Do. In o-tIb. 11191-1'10. 

gone beyond the normal. but has actuafly 
been sub-normal in some months in some 
districts. But the famine with all its suffer-
ings wilt, as we hope and pray, soon be a 
thing of the past i but the memory of the 

heroic efforts that are being made and the devotion and self-sacrifice that are 
being shown to repair its terrible havoc. a grateful people wiU not "'illingly Jet 
die. They are not gi"cn to Doisy demonstrations, either of joy or grief i 
but whenever in the futurc. when prospertiy wilt once more smile over the land . . 
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they win, after Ihe day's toil i. over, gather -together of an evening al the 
temple of their \illage God and the talk ",'ould turn upon the dark days of 

the great famine, the kindly remembrance of all that was done for tbem will 
stir &heir innermost heart, and they will pronounce wjlh the deepest ,'en era-
tion and gratitude the names of those ",ho gave their life-blood to save I e ~ 
ud chief among these names will be that of Your EKc.llency." 

The Hon'ble MR. EVANS said :-" Last year the !ate Finance Member 
found himself in the happy possession of a surplus of nearly four crores, and the 
qlOestion was raised whether the existence of that surplus caJled ror or justified 
the remission of existing taxation. The loundness of the conclusion at which 

Your Excellency's Government arrh'ed that any such step would be inadvisable, 
h .. s been fully established by the events of the last UI months; and Sir James 
Westland acted wisely in tur i ~ a deaf ear to the suggestions that .. 'ere then made 
that he should avail himself of the opening which the prosperous condition of the 
finances seemed to give him of resorting to the popular step' of taking off taxation, 
Of the two reasons then given for kreping a hold on the surplus, one has fortunately 
not taken practical shape. and I may be permitted to take this opportunity of 
adding myown congratulations to the many which Your Excellency will doubtless 
receive from m1 Hon'ble Colleagues on the complete success that has attended 
the introduj:tion of a gold standard with the boon of a fixed exchange, the most 
important eveat that has taken place in the financial history of this country for 
many years. The second reason given by the late Finance Member for 
maintaining tbe cstin, taxation was based on the peculiar characteristic of 
the finances of this country which renders it unwise to be hasty in dealing with 
what may be only a temporary superfluity of funds as if it were necessarily 

permanent in character, Sir James Westland remarked that 'the Government of 
India regarded themselves as under an obligation in the face of the dtficits 
of the preceding two years to recover their position by accumulating counter-
balancing surpluses.. The revenue of this country is derived mainl, from sources 
dependent on ita agricultural wealth ard prosperity. Recent yearl have given 
remarkable examples, some' saddening, some cbeering, of the extraordinary 
vicissitudes that affect the agriculture of this country. The failure of the 
seasonal rains in 1897 involved wide areas and a large population in the 
sufferinisarising from scarcity and famine. Equany remarkable wal the rapid 
recovery that ,occurred in '1198, in which year, .peaking from my personal 
elperience in the Province I have the honour of representing, it wu difficult to 
believe that the country had but a few months previously gone through a 
aisis which had alHicted m-:>re or less seriously eieht of the nine divisions of that 
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,Province. ' It was this rapid revival of the resources of 'die country that gave 
the lale Finance Member the large balance in his u et~ Had it beeh possible; 

or, prudent to' regard thatretum of prosperity, as certain to continue even. 

iQr a short time. the case would have been different That it would not 
have been .prudent to take such a view has been proved to our'sorrow by 

the return in an even more extensive character of. agricultural disaster and 

distress. But while we may feel that the events of the last I. months have 
taught us the wisdom of .regarding with some distrusl the promises of returning 

prosperity, we have also the consolation that rapid and unexrected JlS are 

the agricultural catastrophes that overwhelm this country. its recovery from those 

disasters has in times pasl been equally and as wonderfully rapid and complete. 

If then on the one hand it. is rash to presume on a continuance of good seasons, 
we have learnt that we should not be led by the occurrence of such calamities 

to despair of an early r~tur  of prosperity, and we may join with some confidence 

in the hope expressed by the Finance Member that famine will have disappeared 
by the end of next Septembe:r. to which antic:ipation practical effect has been given' 
by estimating the land-revenue lor the coming year at one crore and a quarter' 

above the amount which it is expected "ill have been realized during the current 
year. ' Turning to the figures for that year, it is a remarkable and satisfactory 

feature in the revised estimates that the loss in land·revenuedue to the failure 
of the rains will have been very largely recouped by gain in the revenue de .. 

moed from Railways and Irrigation j and we may hope that whenever a disastrous 

agricultural season occurs, there will be some considerable compensation, from a 
linancial point of view, in the additional receipts derived from these two sources. 

It is also a matter of congratulation that in spite of the unexpected excess of over 
Ii million sterling npended on famine relief, the surplus at the end of the current' 
ytar will be nearly if not quite as great liS ,,'as estimated when no fears of. such a 
disastrous season were e tert i ~ . On the other hand, that a considerable 
portion of the surplus is due to ",hat may be fairly described as an accidental 
saving in military expenditure and the unfortunate. though necessary, reduction in 
,he expenditure on Buildings and Roads, is a fact that rannot be ignored. One 
of the many lamentable effects of an unexpected deficiency in the funds at the 

disposal of the Government of India, whether that deficiency be due to famine or' 

war, has always been the inevitable reduction made in the expenditure on that 
useful object, ·Roads and Buildings. The expenditure on Roads and Buildings 

presents few of the attractive features of the outlay on Railways 'nd Irrigation, 
but the material wealth and comfort of the people are largely affected by it. 
It is then all the more satisfactory to note that the expenditure on Civil 

Works has risen from 447 lakhs in 18¢-97 to 477 lakhs in the current ~ r 
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and to 494 .Iakhs, the estimated expenditure on this object in the prescnt 

Budget. 

'. The repeated occurrence of failures in the seasonal rains and the calamitous 
and widespread results arising therefrom naturally suggest inquiry aa to the 
eXlcnt to the: which the Government of India proposes to devote its resources 

to the development of Railways and Irrigation, the two great weapons with 
which thi!. country can strive to avert the attacks of famine, and mitigate their 
severity. Unmixed satisfaction must be felt by all that in spite of the difficulties 
arising from the demands on account of famine relief during the current year and 
the year. before us, the outlay on Railways will, even making allowance for 'the 
arrears of the old programme handed on to the new one,' referred to by Sir 
James Westland, exceed the expenditure foreshadowed in the last triennial pro-
gramme of capital outlay on Railways prepared in November, 1898. 

"The North-West Provinces and Oudh ,tre singularly favoured in the 
extent of their railway system, but there is admittedly still room for progress, 
and the Province has welcomed the construction of the line from Ghaziabad to 
Moradabad and looks for"ard to the early authorization of the commence-
ment of work on the line from Shekohabad to Farrukhabad and the Agra and 
Drlhi chord Jine. Still more gratifying is it to learn that Your Excellency's 
Government has resolved in spite of all difficulties to raise the grant for 
('aptal expenditure on Irrigation by one-third above the amount provided by 
the practice of recent years. The marvellous proJperity of a tract of country 
enjoying lhe benefits of irrigation when there has been a failure of the annual 

rain !I, as compared with the unhappy condition of other areas e,·en in its imme-
diate neighbourhood and subject to the same climatic conditions, which are not 
so rortunate, affords ~pJe proof of the wisdom of making every effort to provide 
funds for this branch of expenditure. Amongst the projects mentioned in the pro-
gramme of Irrigation Works to be undertaken in the coming ~ r I am glad to find 
mentioned the completion of the Fatehpur Branch of the Lower Ganges Canal, 
which will give water to a tract that suffered severely from the want of it in 1897. 

"My Lord, we have been informed that the heavy demands made by the 
various provinces for thejr support against tbe calamity of famine ,,·iII be met 
in fuJI and that a helping hand will be given to tbe Native State. that are in the 
same difficulties.. That Your Excellency'S Government hal been able to meet this 
strain on its resources without either calling on the tax-payers to assist by fresh 
contributions 10 the public treasury or asking for aid elsewhere must be • source 
'Jf legitimate pride to all1l'bo feel an interest in the welfare of this great country." 

D 
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The Hon'ble KUNWAR SIR HARNAM SINGH said :-" My Lord, it is 
gratifying to observe that the Finance Member has been able to pITsent to 
the Council a Financi!ll Statement of the most remarkable dlaracter. It is 
remarkable in more than one sense. There is nol only no deficit, but there is an 
actual surplus and we are led to expect a brighter future. The unique character 
of the statement would . have been complete if some of the taxes which are 
pressing heavily on the people had been taken away. These would. have been 
talcen away I am sure, had it not been for the large famine expenditure which 

has been incUrred. When it was announced that India was suffering from an 
unparalleled famine. people were apprehensive that there would be a heavy deficit; 
but the financial gloom has· been dissipated by the '.-aving of,the magic l\"Bnd of 
the Finance Meinber, and despondency has been converted into hopefulness. 
People's anxiety has been greatly relieved and the conspicuous ability with which 
the Indian finances have been managed during the passing year has been keenly 

appreciated. ; 

II I am glad to note that it has been pointed out that the unappropriated 
balance of the famine grant has in recent years been employed on works which 
are nof exclush·ely of a prote ti~e, i.e., famine character; and that it has now 
been 'decided that protective lI'OrlcS, the cost of which may be charged against the 
famine grant, shall include only such works as may be sanctioned solely and ex. 
elusively in view of their value as a protection from famine. This is a welcome 
departure, and the decision "'hich has been arrived at will be calculated to remOl"f) 
a great deal of misapprehension which exists on the subject. In normal years 
there will be a large balance lI'hen there is no direct expenditure on famice. The 
Finance Membc:r proposes to sho'A' this unappropriated balance under the heading 
of Reduction or Avoidance of debt. I do not clearly understand in what respect 
this would be an improvement upon the former heading of Reduction of Debt. 
'Ihe heading proposed will to my mind be as puzzling as the former one. 

" Weare told that in a normal year in which ordinary revenue and expendj. 
ture balanced, the Government of Jndia instead of raising a ]('an of three crores 
for public works would be able to reduce the three crores by the unappropriated 
balance, say a crorf:, of the famine grant. Could not the same result be obtained 
by investing the unappropriated balance in a separate fund, which may be 
called the Famine Fund, and appropriating a certain definite portion, ~  one 
crore, in aid of public works if t ~  are of a protective, i. ,., famiDe character? 
The advantage of a separate fund would be, I venture to think, twofold. First, 
the practice pointed out by the Finance Member of charging against it expendi-
ture which is not exclusively of a famine character, will br. guarded against; and 
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second, after defraying cxpenditurcforprotccti\'C works, a ba.lance, however small, 

will be left behind to form the nuclells of a p'ermancnt Famine Fund, whidl will 
increase fronl year to year, when there is no direct expenditure on famine, and the 

expenditure on protective work diminishes, In making this suggestion I be:!r in 
mind the lact that substantially there would be no difference as regards the appro-

priation of the surplus of the famine grant, but still the method I \'enlure to 

suggest might be calculated to create a better understanding of the famint: 
policy of the Go\'emment of India. 

" It seems to me that in the Budget Estimate for the coming year a rather 

sanguine view has been taken of our sources of revenue. These sources do 

not appear to me to be so elAstic as they are taken to be. r am rather doubtful 
as to whether these sources are capable of yielding the revenue which has been 
estimated, J will give an illustration of what I mean. Land revenut! has been 

taken at one crore and a quarter higher in the budget than in the revised 
estimate. It is hoped that famine will' have disappeared by the end of next 

September. The increases in the different provinces are, Bombay 67 !akhs, 
Madras 31 lakhs, and Punjab 17 lakhs. I have considerable misgivings as 
regards the estimated increase of revenue in the Punjab, the Province f have 
the honor to represent. In 18Q6"97 the total land revenue realisations on 
account of the demand of the year amounted to 12 crores and 32 lakhs, The 
collections were abnormally low in consequence of the suspens:ons of fixed land 
revenue allowed on account of drought, The realisations of the next year amounted 
to 2 crores S' lakhs. In the following year, which was a year of comparative 
plenty, following a year of drought and famine, the realizations came up to 2 crores 

and 63 Iakhs. I would call the attention of Your Excellency to the rate of int.Tease 

of re,'enue during these three years. The first year was a year of drought j in 
the second year the pressure of famine had considerably diminished, but the 
Province had not recOvered its normal o itio ~; the third year was a year Of 
plenty, the arrears of revenue were to a great extent realized and the Pro i~ 

showed a large increase of revenue. I find &oin the last Punjab Administration 
Report that the inaease during that year was due partly to a rise in the income 
from fluctuating land revenue occasioned by favourable seasons and good canal 

working, and partly to large receipts on account of "Ullrll"fI and sales of land on 
the Chenab Canal. In the second year there ".; an increase of about 181akhs, 
;ind in the thitd year, as compared with the previous year, there was an 
increase of about 12 lakhs. If the large receipts on account of nunraflfl and 
sales of land in the third year be taken away from these II lakhs, the increase 
shewn would be considerably diminished. I am inclined to think, my o~ , 
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that the realizations of the third year were abnormal, and that the Budget esti .. 

mate ought not to have been based on the collections' of this year. In 1897 

there was only an increase of J 8 lakhs as compared with the previous )ear, and 
this increase might be taken as a standard; but then it must be considered that 

the produce of the land would be greatly .diminished after a second famine 
within a period of three years. The mortality of the agricultural cattle will be 
considerable'; those which were spared at the first famine would not be spared at 
the second and an adequate supply of fresh cattle ,,'ould be difficult to be obtained 

in the coming year. Large tracts of land will be lying waste and revenue realiza-
tions are sure to be affected. It should also be borne in mind that low prices 
following on a plentiful harvest ahl'ays reduce the receipts of cultivators and 

their decreased income naturally influences the revenue collections, It is these 
considerations which lead me to think that the increase cf land revenue in the 
Punjab amounting to 27 lakhs is, in my humble opinion, o,·erestimated. What 
I have said with regard to the Punjab applies ",utatis m./tJ"dis to other 
Provinces affected with famine. 

II I note with satisfaction that rup£es one crore has been allotted to canals 
and tanks for irrigation purposes . 

.. There can be no question that the Tariff Amendment Act will be produc-
tive of the very I:est results. Few measures have ever l'assed through this 
Council, to quote Your Excellency'S words, 'wit h a greater weight of a qualified and 
homogeneous opinion beh:nd them.' The Act was passed with the object of 
relieving I ndia from ,an e,xten:al competition which ,,'as shown to have already 
produced serious consequences upon Indian agriculture and manuracture, and 
which if unarrested ~ likely to produce a continuous and dangerous decline. An 
industrial and agrariangrievance was redressed by the passing of this Act and 
sanguine hopes were e~tert i e  that the Act would encourage and stimulate the 
development of an important indigenous industry which was on the verge of being 
extinguished. ~u i ie t experience has not yet been obtained of the operation of 
the measure to enable the Government of India to form a correct estimate of its 
consequences. The counten-ailing duties on bounty-fed beet sugar came into force 
in the current year, practically not until May.' It is true, as the Hon'ble Finance 
Minister says, that trade was conducted during the latter part of last year under 
abnormal conditions of plague, or of plague and famine, and it is impossible to 
look to this period as throwing light on the effect of the measure under normal 
conditions. But still as the figures from May 1899 to January 1900 are available, 
a rough idea might have been given with regard to the immediate results of the 

measure. 1 t has been shown that prices have been influenced by the Act. The 
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rise in prices may have benefited China and Java, but it has not been, as it will be 

readily admitted, to the interest of Indian consumers. The question to determine 

is how rar the Act has benefited Indian producers and ""hat stimulus has been 

given to native refining industries. It is impossible, the Finance Minister tells us, 
to answer thaL question at presenL Till that question is satisfactorily settled it 

would be idle to speculate on the benefits to be derived from the measure. 

II I belic\'e, my Lord, that the introduction of the gold standard and Lhe gold 

currency wiD have far-reaching effects. It is quite true that India has at length 

reached the object ~i  she is struggling for years to aLtain. By the introduction 
of this measure a practical fixity in exchange is expected to be obtained. This 

is certainly to the immense advantage of both the Government and the people. But, 
my Lord, permit me to say that this econom ic legislation is entirely new to the 

country. The people have been accustomed for centuries to the jl~ er currency 
and it will take them some time to appreciate the advantages of the gold currency. 

The full effect of the ~ure passed on the 15th September to make gold legal 
tender in India has not yet been realized by the people. I am aware that 

Government has no intention of forcing gold upon a reluctant public, but still 
I take the liberty of saying that the recent notification issued with the object 

of familiarising people with gold currency by cashing postal orders in Presi-
dency-towns of the value of Rs. IS or £1 in gold coins, and the proposal to 
pay certain salaries in gold cannot but be viewed with misgiving.. A sovereign 
is not sold for Rs. I S in the bazar. The value varies with the current rate of 
exchange. The value of a sovereign will thus be sometimes more and sometimes 
less than Rs. 1 S. At present, after the issue of the Postal notification, 
a sovereign is sold in the bazar, I am told, with a ".1111, that is to say, ils fuU value 
is not Rs. I S. The money-changers are shrewd men of business and they ,,'ould on 
no account cash a sovereign, unless they see that some advantage is to be gained 
by paying the full value. Ordinary people have dealings with these money-

changers and seldom or never go to the Currency Office to cash their sovereigns. 
When such is the situation, and when no absolute fixity of exchange has yet been 
obtained, would it not be expedient to take precautionary measures, and instead of· 
pushing on gold currency, to introduce it gradually in the market after familiaris-
ing the people with its advantages? I have no doubt that the people win take to 

it after a time, but just now the experiment is novel and it is not looked upon with 
a favourable eye. There is another point in this connection to which I wish to 
draw the attention of the Council. There is a tendency (or hoarding which will be 
encouraged and not checked by the present measure. I believe, however, that 

when sovereigns are freely and widely circulated and are easily sold in the bazar 
101' their full value, this vicious habit wiD be eradicated. 

.K 
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.. My l.ord, what has been observed by the Hon'ble Mr. Bose in_regard to the 
Revenue Seulement in his Province deserves careful consideration by the 
Government of India. I am bound to admit that in my ~o i e the Government 
has been very liberal, and no one can reasonably complain of heavy assessment. 
I am sure that in this the Hon'ble Mr. Ibbetson will bear me out. I would, 
however, point out in the interest of both landlord and tenants that it is 
desirable t hat the revenue settlement should be of at least thirty years' 
duration. I am strongly of opinion that when a district is properly. surveyed, 
rights recorded, and lands classified, it should not be disturbed again with the 
view of increasing the revenue demand at the expiry of the settlement period, 
unless sufficient reasons, such as extension of cultivation and appreciable rise in 

prices of food grain, are shown. As to what trouble and harassment the people 
are subjected at the time of fresh settlement I ,,"ould quote the "'ords of Sir A. 
Colvin:-

c In 1874, twenty-six years will have elapsec1 from the date onwhich the 
two first of the districts now comprised in North-West Provinces were placed in 
the hands of . a Settlement-ofticer. Others were begun twelve years ago and are 
not yet sanctioned i one of these is not yet even completed. These facts are 
significant to those who know what the settlement of a district means i the value 
of property depreciated, until the exact amount of the new assessment is 
declared, credit affected, heart-burning and irritation between landlord and tenant, 
suspicion of the intentions of the Government, a host of official underlings 
scattered broadcast over the vexed village!. Nothing can equal.the injury inflicted 
by a slow, uncertain settlement, dragging its le t~ along, obstructed by conflict-
ing orders and harassed by successive administrations, and finally threatened 
with annihilation at the moment when it seems to bave nearly finished its course. 
-Little wonder that we hear of the land needing rest (' 

" So far as I understand Government policy bas of late been calculated to 
avoid these harassments to the people, but I venture to think, my Lord, that 
a definite declaration should be made on the subject by the Government . . 

II My Lord, it is a matter or o r tul tio ~t t, notwithstanding the 
excessive expenditure entailed by famine, the Government of India has 
not found it necessary to resort to any fresh taxation. It cannot, how-
ever, be safely said that the finances of the Indian Empire are in a sound 
condition. No country would be justified in boasting that its finances are 
healthy and prosperous unless it can show that in time of emegency it can faD 
back upon a tax or taxes which would yield sufficient re e u~ to meet the de&cit. 
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I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that India is heavily taxed and that any further 
taxation would be repulsive to the people. 

"Let us hope, however, that the country will soon emerge from plague 

and famine i and with the free and wide circulation of gold, the disappearance 

of Ju tu ~io . in exchange and the careful husbanding of the resources of 

the IEmpire, our financial stability will be lully established, and Your Ex. 
cellency's Government will then be enabled to give relief to the people in the 
way of reducing taxation, c.t., the salt tax and the IO\\'er range of the income tax • 
. Such a boon would be hailed by the whole country and would iignalise Your 
ExceDettcy's administration in the annals of India. II 

The Hon'bJe RAI BAHADUR ANANDA CHARLU said :-" No man with a soul, 

not· altogether dead to all finer sensibilities, will hesitate to give Your Excel· 

lency's Government the very highest praise for cheerfully and unreservedly 
taking upon your shoulders the entire burden of the famine expenditure in the 
present erisis. There are, indeed, in the Budget before us, some clear indica· 

tipns-I should say for the first time perhaps-of how the fund, originally designed 
solely as an insurance against famine and asserted year after year as applied to 

that object, was not always administered in $1""&1 adherence to principles initially 
declared But, in the face of the hearty conseaatioA, as it were, of the entire avail-

able resources of the State, by Your Excellency's Government, to safe-guard li(e 
in the present juncture and in the face of tbe no less colossal effort made by your 
predecessor's Government to seize the Indian Hydra by the throat and strangle it 
year before last, even the worst caviller will have no heart and no wish to quarrel 
with the past doings. There is lurther little use in crying over spilt milk. A 

word or two may not, however, be out of place in regard to the future treat-
nient of famine grants. In this view I, for one, will summon up coUrage to 
enquire whether, in order to minimise such heroic resolves and such whole. 
sale appropriation as in the present trial, Your EKceUency's Government will not, 

once and for aU, debar future possibilities of deflection, by. constituting them into 
what in law is termed trust property, clothed with all the rights to be kept apart, 
to be invested, to made to multiply, to be immune from all lOIS and to 
have all damage made good from funds, (or the relief of which they have 
been drawn upon. A suggestion, somewhat of thil kind, made when the 
fund was first created, was met with an outburst of temper and it was roundly 
denounced as amounting to a calumny i but the circumstance did not prevent the 
happening of precisely wbat had been feared. The process of la ying unappropriated 
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balances of famine grants under contribution for other than famine works, on the 
argument of avoidance of debt, is open to four salient: objections. First, the 

sums so taken out do not revert'll/i'" i,.'wIIl.w"DjiI,. Secondly, the loss 
entailed by miscalculations or by other causes is made a charge on the fund. 
Thirdly, it virtually reduces the famine grant to the residue, i.,., by so much 
as is drawn away from it. Lastly, by affording facilities to borrow without 
having to pay interest or profits, the usual unconscious increase ill the readiness 

to borrow 'Would follow-often by discounting fears which the absence of such 
facilities would inevitably accentUate. The best of men and the most calculat-
ing of men have not been proof against the insensible growth of this insidious 
tendellCY to be-little after-consequences in such circumstances i and it is best to 
reckon with this datum of wide-spread human nature. 

" Another point which is connected with famine and which famine brings into 
'disagreeable prominence is that something must be radically wrong when 'the 
failure of rain means failure of irrigation even in extensive tracts set down as tank-
fed tracts, which are therefore not solely dependent-"urna-",,"" as we call them 
in our Presidency-on the fall of rain. Now that it is declared in the budget 
that the programme of purely protective Railway works has been practically 
exhausted, ono big drain on the famine grant may be said to be at an end. and 
the prospects of irrigation may be taken vastly to bri ~ j for there has all 
along been a contrast, as it was bound to be, between the way the claims of 
the railway and the claims of irrigation were respectively met. I say • as it 
was bound to be,' because the cause of railway is virtually the cause of enter-
prise, of commerce, of manufacture, of railway rolling stock and of ambitious 
engineering i and the representatives of each and all of these neceSsarily 
unite their lusty voices and focul their cultured and energetic intelligence on it-
a species of advantage which the unlettered and enert peasantry can never 
hope to command. 

II The cause of the raiyat population must, of course, be the cause of the 
whole staff of executive Government, embracing all grades from the topmost to 
the lowest round in the ladder i and it augurs weU for that popUlation that, 
even in this, year of sore and straitened circumstances. no le!!s than a crare 
of rupees is granted for their special benefit, although large slices of it are ear-
marked for specific irrigation works and altbough only a small fraction is 
available this year for the creation, extension and the repairs of the' vaat 
number of tanks and reservoirs, which play no insignificant part in aggravat-
ing or diminishing the in-consequences of absent rains, Let me take m1 
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own Presidency fQ.l' an example. There a Jarge part, if not the major part, 
is dependent on tanks, reservoirs and similar contrivances to catch and collect 

water: and yet it is a mere toss-up whether" they should be cmpty and bring on 

famine for want of rains as in theyear before last or whether they are fiUed, par-

tially at least, as this year and render scarcity scarce. Such instances cannot 

but prove that something more than the excavation of canals on a grand scale 
remains to be done and re·done continuously and at frequent cost. An in-

i pe~ible condition precedent forreaJising the actual needs in this direction is the 
e!tablishment of a system, under which every year statements, accelsible to the 

raiyats concerned, shall be prepared for each tank or reservoir, irrespective of its 
size and irrespective of the obscurity of the village to which it belongs, 

showing (I) its traditional or recorded capacity to hold water, (2) the actual 

quantity it did hold, (3) if the actuals fall shcrt of tbe traditional or recorded 
quantities. the reasons for tbe same and the suggestions for their r,.,tly. and 
(4) whether it is in good repair and whether any improvement or extension 
is advantageously possible. Along with these statements. reports must also 

be called for as to the several places where facilities exist for a series of 
wells by way of a complement of irrigational contrivances, in order that, 

",henefer the clouds play us false. we may penetrate beneath the soil and 
evoke the services of the water-supply available t here. There is indeed tb. 

system knewn as """da". under which individual raiyats, who chOOle to do 
so, might obtain &om Goyernment monetary belp for sinking a well here and 

a "'ell there. But instances of such solitary or isolated action can never 
u i ~, and it is beset further with difficulties which either greatly di .. 

courage or effectually frustrate it. The thing il fuUy worthy of .ystematic or 
organised effort on the part of Government. To admit of the creation ofa 

system of wells. in the reqUisite adequacy and in full efficiency, the statement. 
and reports I have 1lu ~ to ought to be embodied in our Yellow Book 

in filII detail and must form 'the basis of the estimate. in respect of irrigation 
by the Government of India, which is the authority, and the lole authority, to 

provide funds for their executirn. Unless I am greatly mistaken, material. ia 
'this amplitude and minuteness happen not lO be within the reach of thOle 

wbo are the ultimate dispen.era of the funds which must be forthcoming. It 
is time, high time, that the rapid recurrence of famine, which we are bitterly 
experiencing, should direct -and concentrate the entire forces of the executive 
Government on how best to render irrigation al complete as there i. room for 
rendering it so. If there is force in tbe re r~ tbat the raiyats should lake the 
precaution to lay by a store of money or grain against the po_sible dearth of the 

ensuing year. there is no less force in holding that every year the purveyon. of .. 
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water for purposes of agriculture should be equally providential in the matter 
of supply, expected of them. 

II As bearing on the same subject of famine, the question of a permanent 
settlement of the land assessment is of vital importance. It was mooted so long 
ago as within the first few years of this country passing under the direct rule of 
the Queen-Empress i and there was a perfect accord to the efieft that a fixed 
rent, fixed in perpetuity, should alone be claimable by the Government. Amid 
much difference of opinion on a number of other points of no less weight, this one 
was, I thought, conceded on all hands-the only reason why the thing was not 
accomplished at once was that some years should elapse before the full rent-
value of all tracts was ascertained, so liS to form the safe basis of action. A 
period of over five and thirty years has since elapsed i but the subject has again 
passed into the arena of controversy. It is neither wise nor expedient that an 
expression of opinion in the shape of a final verdict should ;.be sO'ught in the 
present disputatious stage of it . 

.. But one thing must be stated unequivocally, f1i •• , that, so far as the c1assi. 
fication of the soil and the Government share of the produce are concerned, a 
settlement should be finally and at once made and that all future revisions 
should solely depend on a manifest, steady and tangible rise in prices over a 
reasonable number of years so as to produce the conviction that the old ordef 
has substantial1y given place to the new. In my humble judgment, nothing 
. short of this, as the minimum of lasting concession, would restore to the raiyat the 
benefits he once enjoyed of leaving fallow, for some years, land, impoverished by 
continual cultivation and of procuring at (to him) a heavy cost, grazing and fodder 
for cattle, and fuel. timber and other materials which he bad been getting in 
former times without paying for them. So long as he is dependent on land alone, 
as he seems destined to do for a long time to come, and so lone as'he must lOok 
to land alone for all his comforts and conveniences-not to say. for living up to 
the standard almost forced upon him as a consequence of influences unknown to 

. him in days gone by-tA.i i. til, /"1.11 to be assured and ensured to him and his 
children. I do not, of course, say that this will bring on the millennium, but 
I venture to say this, that there is little chance of happier days coming to' him. 
unlees and until this reform is wrought. 

If There are some other points, my Lord, on which I would fain make a few 
remarks i but I desist as I fear. that I have already exceeded the limits Of 
indulgence in making my humble representations-I will not say my criticism-
on the most absorbing topic of the moment." 
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The Hon'ble THEMAIlARAJAOFDARDHANGASaid:-"MyLord.in 

accordance with the practice which usage has' sanctioned in this Council, I desire 

to take advantage of the opportunity afJorded by the presentation of the Dudget 

Statement to place before Your Excellency'S Government C'crtain ohservations in 

matters of domestic and internal policy which may I I trust, meet with fnvourable 

consideration at your hands. 

II It may be that I shall be compelled to trespass for some little time upon 

Your Excellency's time, but I venture, by way of extenuation, to plead the import-
ance of the subjects I am about to discuss, and I am still further encouraged to 
proceed by the invariable sympathy and support which Your Excellency has 
accorded to all questions concerning tbe development of the resources of the 

country. 

" In the first place, I would ask permission, my Lord, to say a few words witb 
regard to tbe question of Land Settlement, and I would direct my remarks more 

particularly to the Central Provinces and Assam. It has been a pleasure to me to 
listen to the interesting speech of my hon'ble friend, Mr. Bose, and if I may say so, 
he has dealt lI'ith his subject in a masterly and exhaustive fashion. I fear tbat it 
cannot be denied that there is a strong feeling in certain quarters to the effect that 

the present policy stands in .rioul need of revision. The cry is not for the ex. 
tension to the other parts oUndia of a permanent settlement similar to that 
which prevails in Bengal. It is felt, even by those who are tbe strongest 
advocates of the zimfndhf system, that this is a question which has been once 

for all decided by the Secretary of State for India. No useful purpose can be 
served by a futile attempt to re·open it, but, on the :other hand, it is submitted 
that concessions may be reasonably and fairly made by Government without in 

any way abandoning the position they have seen fit to take up. It is universally 
admitted, I venture to think, that the only paying.fiscal policy is that which 
imposes the most moderate rate consistent with the conservation of the 
finances of the State. I do not dwell upon this or upon other points which occur 
to me, for they have aU been most ably elaborated by my hon'blc friend who 
represents the Central Provinces. But I should like to recapitulate, as briefly as' 

possible, in the form of heads, the suggestions which I would lay before 
Government in this connection. 

II First, the period of settlement should. except in cases when waste land 
,ill ages have been newly reclaimed, or when lands h'lve been only recently 
opened up and brought into communication with the centres of trade, be e i it~l  

fixed at a period not less than 30 years. 
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.. Secorrdly, the revenue should in no case be enhan ced by more than So 
per cent. aver and above the existing demand at any revision of settlemenL 

.. Thirdly, the land revenue should in no ease be more than half the total 

usets of the village. 

II Fourthly, the Government should not dfaw from the landholders more than 
60 per cenL of the village income including cesles and rates of all ~i  .. 

.. All these, my· Lord, are points with regard to which strong feeling hal been 

expressed wit h reference to the Central Provinces. In Cachar also I have reason to 
believe that very strong feeling has been manifested with regard to the re-settlement 

recently sanctioned, and I find that the ground. of "pposition are almost identical 
with those advanced by the inhabitants of the Central Provinces, allowance being 
of course made for the differences caused by local circumstances and conditions 
of tenure. Nor is this feeling of what I mus.t call dissatisfaction confined in 
Cachar to the general landholding and agricultural population. My information 
goes that the Indian Tea Association, representing a most influential section of 
the community, have also grave objection to take to the excessive nature of the 
uniform assessment of eleven annas per bigha which has been sanctioned on tea 
lands as compared with the new rates on rice lands, which range from four to 
eleven annas per bigha. On the general question I will do no more.. .than call 
attention to the criticisms of Mr. R. C. Dutt, whose knowledge of the country is 
on a par with his experienee of revenue and settlement work:· but it is hardly 
likely that his observations can be all exaggerated and beside the mark. There 
must be a mean, and I would submit that tbat mean can be arrived at without 
injury to the interests of the Government and without hardship to those whose 
lands are assessed. I would venture to suggest that the best method of settling 
the difference of opinion ~  of placing matters upon a satisfactory footing is the 
appointment of a CommiiHIion. It might be presided ·over by the Chief Commis-
.• ioner. of the Provinces concerned, or in their default by the local Directors of 
Land Records and Agriculture i and it might be composed of two European and 
two native members. The grievances, such as they are, may be enquired into 
'and a large amount of important information would probably be collected, which 
the Government would find of value in making resettlement. in the future. 
At all events, 1 submit that no harm can be done by the appointment of such· a 
Commission and I am confident that, on the contral'Y, .a considerable amount 
or good will result. 

II I now pass on to the question of railways which occupy as usual a very im-
portant place in the Budget Statement. I notice that the Govemment have decided 
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not to proceed with the construction of the Sakri-Joynagar line, but to leave it to 

the Bengal And North-Western Railway Company to complete. I have, of course, 

no objection to offer to the arrangement, but I would dyire to make one 5ugges-

tion in connection with it. In m,. opinion a limit of time should be assigned and 

the Railway Company should be informed that the work must be finished within 

that period .• Unless this is done, the project will be hung up indefinitely and 

the development of a very promising tract of country may be needlessly delayed. 
If the RHilway Company arc unable to act up to the terms of the contract, I would 
suggest that the aid of the private capitalists should be invoked j and I mHke no 
doubt the Government would find that they h3d not to ask twice flom such a 

source. 

II Before I leave the subject I should like to add that I havl!' observed with milch 

satisfaction that the demand of the Bengal Nagpur Railway upon the Fllmine 

Insurance Fund, towards meeting the charge of interest on it~ capital, has been 

reduced, owing to the improved traffic receipts and net earnings of the under· 

taking, to a payment of only Rs. 7,63,500 during the past year. The receipts of 
tbis Railway, it is to be hoped, will i'nprovl'l stiD further when the undertaking obtains 
free access on its own account to the Port ot Calcutta. But it serves certain 

districts where cultivation is scanty and the population spane. and it is doubtful 
whl!'ther the ,local traffic on many sections will be of much account. lhe 
question therefore arises, whether the Government should not endeavour, with 

the opening of the line '0 Calcutta, to obtain a through traffic to and from 
Bombay Presidency. Mineral is the traffic which at once suggest itself as likely 
to be of benefit to the undertaking and which, owing to the long lead, may 

possibly be carried at rates at which the Govelnment regulations have hitherto 

prevented the Railway working, but which would be remunerative. I learn ~ t it 

practically costs Rso 11-300 to transport and handle a ton of coal between AI .. nsal 
and Bombay.' .. Calcutta. There is thereafter the haalage of the ghAII for distribu-
tion along the Great Indian Peninsula Raih,ay, which must add another rupee 

at Ie:ast, if not m9re, to the cost. But the obstruction that the management 
of the Great Indian Peninsula line have hitherto placed in the way of the 
traffic by the high rates of carriage they demand, stands a fair chance of re-

moval after the 30th June, when the Government comes into possession of the 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway, and I ,,'ould invite the Government with aU 
respect to forthwith consider, on behalf of the European and nativr. mining 
interests of Bengal, the adviaability of adjusting rates so that the distribution of 
coal by the Railway system may come within the reach of the industry and promote 
the use of coal throughout the country. A transit charge of Rs. 11-3 per ton would 

G 
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be equal to about I'IS of a pie per maund per mile o~ the land journey from 

Assansol to Bombay vi4 Nagpur, and I venture to think· this is a rate at which 

the Railway could work. I.lhould regard it, my Lord, as one of the greatest reforms 

that could be brought abot! for the benefit of those engaged in agricultural pursuit, 
and for the exporters of produce, if we could induce and encourage agriculturists 
to restore cow manure to the soil instead of using it for fuel, and it appears to me 
that we could go far towards effecting this reform if we could arrange for a supply 

of cheap coal, or soft coke, frOR\ the coal.fields of Bengal, at. a low rate of railway 
freight. The benefit derivable from. the application of natural animal manure to 

the land needs no explanation, but I would direct the attention of those who 
may be in any way sceptical of' the possibility of inducing :agriculturists to 

change their system of disposing of cow ~re, to the results that have been 
obtained at Poona, and to the system that the raiyats have adopted there. 

II These remarks on agricultural pursuits lead me to enquire whether the time 

has not come when the Agricultural Department of the Government of India, and 
of the Local Governments might not be enlarged into something more than a 
mere Statistical Bureau of Lanlt Records. Cannot the Government undertake 
to establish a College on a larger scale, or a Department to which agriculturists 

and others interested in the industrial development of this country may look for 
scientific information and help 1 It hal been repeatedly proved that the initiation 
of scientific and practical investigations and experiments is beyond the means 

of individuals or even of groups of individuals, and so fully has this been recog-
nised on the continent of Europe that it may be said the sugar, chemical, 
artificial indigo and the other industries established there have been brought 
into their present prominent position under the ~erul nursing and tuition of the 

State. In a large·country like India, where the ~r e  of nature are responsible 
for 10 many calamities, it would seem to be pa.r-ticularly necessary that there 
should be some such organisation to enquire and deal with diseases and blight., 
and to investigate and suggest new industries, by the production of new crops, 

or by the better use of the resources available. -In connection with the fprmer 
1\'e have dangers besetting, the prosperity of indigo, sugar-cane, betel-nut, 
castor oil and other crops, making it most desirable that the errors that may 
ha\e been committed in cultivation or production should be corrected before 
competition·from other coun,tries has secured the trade. 1 am fully aware, mt 
lord. of the good work that has been inaugurated and carried out by Dr. George 
WaU, Director of the Economic Museum in Calcutta, and I am glad of this 
opportunity nf giving publicity to it, But working <as I understand he is 
doiag) practically single handed, and compelled to scour the country (or cases. 
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for investigation in hi,; laboralory, he can only do a limited amount of work. The 
marvel is the lamount of work he has been able to undertake. Is it too 
ambitious an idea to picture a Bureau emerging from this most excellent founda. 
tion. having on its establishment a large staff of lIcienftfic professors and over. 

seers, whose services might be placed at the disposal of Assocations, or of 
individuals, and whose chief aim and existence would be to develope the agri. 
cultural and 'commercial pursuits of the country? I do not presume to do any 
more than touch this chord. for under Your Excellency'S' master hand, it is no 
dillicult to conceive the foundation of a great institution of the kind, formed on 
the most modern principles, and resulting in far-reaching benefits. But there is 
no use in growing crops that cannot be transported from locality to !ocality. 
and to the sea-board. and therefore it is equally necessary, as I have already 
ventured to point out. that an adjustment of the rail,,·.y rates should be taken in 
hand if the trade of the country is to be really adequately developed • 

.. 
" As an advocate of an extension of the railway system throughout India. 

I confess my reluctance to check any railway enterprise j but when there seems 10 
be a difficulty in undertaking new schemes until the ICUIed programme which the 
Government of India has already laid dowh is fulfilled. would it not be reasonable 
to postpone those schemes which on further enquiry appear to be less desirable? 
1 refer especiaUy to the hill sections and northern section of the Allllm.Bengal 
Railwa" the cost of which is.pparently very much heavier than the original 
estimate. and the usefulnesl of which, owing to the character of the country tra· 
versed. is now apparently exceedingly doubtful. I need not explain this in further 
detail, as Your Excellency has very fortunately only recentl)' visited the province 
ofASlam and travelled on a large part of this line of railway. But I would bee 
leave to point out that the money now being devoted to the construction of 
that line of railway might be much more profitabl, spent in bringing the Bengal-
Nagpur Railway into immediate touchwjth the coal-fields of Jherria. and ill 
constructing a local line by that undertaking to bring the mineral from IheRia 
and the Burralear coal-fields .direct to Calcutta. 

"t do not wish, my Lord, to ventule at any length upon the treacherous 
ground of the currencj question, but I would say that I approve of.that part of 
the'report of the Currency Commission in which the suglleslion was made that 
profit to be derived from the coining of silver should be suspended in order to 
.meet the cost of acquiring a gold reserve, but it does not, however, seem 10 me 
clear (if I may say so) in what way the Government of India will decide when it 
is necessary to add ~re rupees of new coinage to the circulation so as not to 
bam per trade by refusing rupees for gold and noles. The Hon'ble Member 
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in charge of the Finances slates that lol crores of rupeea hne been added to 
the circulation this year and he looks forward to a further addition during the 

coming year of a compara\irely small amount. Who is to decide. and how is the 
decision to be arrived at, If to how and when the currency ia to be' increased? 
This seems to me to be one of the most imporlant questions associated with our 
currency system, and to my mind it imposes upon the Government the neces-

sity of maintaining close relations with the commercial community to avoid 
inconvenience if not a cataltrophe to trade. How are these relations, I would 

ask, to be maintained I The explanation given by the Hon'ble Member in 
paragrat'hs 32 and 33 of his statement clearly explains the reallons which have 
led the Secretary of State to suspend operations under the Gold Note Act (II of 
1898), and must disabuse the minds of his critics of any selfish intention on his 
part of any coercion from the city of London as has been suggested in so'me 
quarters. But it e bi~!~  a danger to tr ~ associated with a managed currency 
and emphasises the in:i?Ortance of the question I have just aake,)' 

III have but little more to add. But I should be sorry to bring my remarks 
to an end without offering to Your Excellency the most sincere thanks of those' 
whom I represent for the action of the Government in withdrawing the Telegraphic 
Press Messages Bin. We all know very well that if Your Excellency had insist-
ed upon passing the Bill; the Bill would have been passed in spite of all objec-. 
tion and all protest: and it is on that account that we are especially grateful for 
the concession made. Nothing could have been calculated to give more general 
satisfaction than Your Excellency's frank pronouncement: and there are no two 
opinions that the agitation for the cheapening of the overland telegraphic tariff, 
which Your Excellency is so powerfully aiding, will effect far more appropriately 
the object of the proposed legislation than the legislation itself could ever!,ild 
done. I had Dot the 'opportunity upon a previous occasion of giving expression 
to these sentiments, but I think I should be wanting in my duty if I failed to do 
so now. I t is not so much legislation of which the country is ill need as a 
systematic encouragement of commercial project.. Development and expan-
sion ~re the great wants of India: and she is now to be congratulated upon haying 
secured a rulc;r to whom both these objects are so deeply at heart." 

The HOh'ble MR. RB!s said :-" My Lord, as the aRicial representative frem 
Madras, I may perhaps be Pf="1Iitted to regret that the pressure of famine 
charges this year has constrained the GO\'crnment of India to prescribe a scale of 
provincial expenditure, which His Excellency the Gover-nor of Madras in COllndl 
tbinks will adversely affect the Local Administration. Tlut regret I am sure is 
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shared to the fullest extent by Your ExceUency's Government, while the neces-

sity is loyally accepted by the Government of Fort St. George, which I see from 

the Financial Statement contributes to the Revised esUAtes increasr's under Salt 

and Customs Revenue. to the Budget e ti te ~ inaease under Land 

Revenue, savings under Plague, and in expenditure under Land Revenue, at the 

expense of poltponing improvements, while it maintains its lead in local enterprise 

.to wbichYour ExceUency publicly testified in on a recent occasion by proceeding 
witb its Local Board Railway extensions. 

II In every Budget Statement 'or tbese last five years I have seen similar 

proofs of the general prosperity, well being and good -government of the Madras 

Presidency, and it was without any jealousy that I ""itnessed last Wednesday 

tbe evident glee of my hon'ble friend on my left, on hearing from the lips of the 

Finance Minister the praises of the young but prosperous province of Burma. 

II The Railway programQie is necessarily atJected like everything else by the 

famine, but it is extremely satisfactorfthat the loss on the direct Railway account 

has been reduced to so small a sum as Ii lakhs, and it must be admitted that the 
Railways, in spire of a I'egrett.ble deficiency of rolling stock, have again saved 

the situation 10 far as the famine campaign is concerned j while the programm" 

of construction for the coming year is perhaps as ambitious as can be expected, 
seeing that it is to be carried out from funds to be borrowed in India. 

.. There are many items in this chapter in which Madras is closely concerned. 
That great undertaking, the East Coast Railway, being opened, and a suitable 
provision being made for the Godavery Bridge, it only remains to arrive at a 
satisfactory agreement *B regards the working of the line, a matter stiU under 

consideration. 
"" . Ie The Madura-Pamlian line is not, as might be inferred from the Hon'ble 

Public Works Member's Memorandum, to be deferred till 1901-1901, but a special 
grant of 10 lakhs is made for the coming year, and the lump grant of 's lakbs for 
South Indian ancf Madras Railway (i.I., Calicut-Cannanore) extensions is raised 
to '711akhs. For the British Section of the TinneveIJy-TravanClOl"e Railway a 
provision of 8laiths i. mate, wbile His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore 
baa advanced J 7 lakbs for the construction of the section within his territory, a 
sum to be recouped to the Durbar, as soon as the South Indian Railway shaU 

have raised the contemplated debenturea in tbe London market. 

I, His Highness the Raja of Cochin meanwhile is constructing at his own 

COlt the line from tbe Madras Railway to his capital. 
H 
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It Thus by leading .li ~. 'Of equal dignity _1'14 s)mplu:ity .atnongst their own 
.peopie, for ~~o  benefit ~  .not for 'heir personal pleaSures they expend their 
Ample rcvenue.,. t ~ble p"4m:es give praetical proofs of theit worthineu 
·to be treated, in Your "Uency'. happy phrase, :-as .colleagues in the administra-
tion of the Empir.e • 

. . ;.... Madras.:Willlearn with. Q.tisfaction that tile earthwork of .th; Vitagap.tam-
Raipur .. Railway is to be taken in hand as a famine 1tark in Raipur. As the 

Madras Chamber of Commerce observes, the completion of this connection is 

'''ery hete·s.ary in order to offer .haU:1'8pt'actically 'the' remotest localities in India 
the advantages bf the r~lI  hot f:tc distant porta or the Coromlnde} Co~t. 

Twenty·five years ago when we .cmt '& regiment from Vizagap'atam to de&! with a 
little disturbance in Bustar, no one in those parts di"eamt that within t'he ccntury 
we should be commencing a railway through its fastnesses. I believe this line 

will p ~ without a guarantee. 

• 
II The Madura tra mways are delayed on account 01 a legal difficulty. As they 

"ill serve important agricultural 'and planting districts, no effort will, ,I am Bure. 
'be ~p re  'by the Government 01 India to overcome, what is apparently, a 
technical obstaCle. 

II Hon'ble Members who have preceded me have cle&lt JUlly with the famine, 
from which It is unrortuhately l1o'W clear that Madras will not be exempt, and 
",'itb its effect on the finances of the Empire. .J have had, and have taken. the 
opportunit.,y to visit the worst eentre&of the great faminfJS of 1876-", 1s,6-97. 
and 18'99'1900. Mysote. in the first, was indeed _ scene of death, 'desolation, 
and despair. Certain portions of the Central Provinces, in the e o ~ exhibited, 

owing to difficulties inCident to the .treatment for the mstlime by the British 
'Government of a famine, among the backward races or this proVincc, painful 
scenes, alongside active and on tbe whole successful efforts, to grant relief, while, 
throughout the more advancea North·West Provinces the aclniinistration 'WIS 
able to cope with the problem set 'befOre 1t. 'The CentnLl'Provinces"agaib the 
most stricken part of India, in the Oiircl famine, while in er~i  districts not "less 

than 33 per cent. of the whole population ~ on reliel, an unprecedented figure, 
yet present a scene of such perleetly orgaoizea relief, that if a stranger without 
knowledge of the existence of a famIne, suiiderily visited die 'Works"lte would not 
know to what cause to attribute ihe actiVity 'in roaa.malCing, tanlc.cJigging and 

o!l:er "o-pe:ratidns of the like -.ature, upbn wniah upwarls ;of 'bne-lthira C)f tbe 
population is employed. 
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II So perfect now is the system fhat the on'y doubt suggested is whether it is 

not too perfect. The greatest of aD writers on agriculture said: 'The Father of 

'Heaven willed that the way of cu1tivation should ot.~ easy.' The question is 

how far a Goveriunent which is the fatller and mothG ofthe Indian people, as 

they freely allow, for their gratitude isharc!1y less than their benefits, and finds 

'expressionlhrouglt the mouths of their press and their princes-how far that Gov-
ernment 'Can deClare that the 'Way ofcUftivation shaD, regardless of seuons, be 
easy. Of course there is apart from the all-powerful claim of !lumanity the 
practical asset, that generous relief recoups its cost in tile speedy recovery of 

the people. We 'had proof of that ·in. the last famine, and shall have it again. 

" My Lord, I was somewhat astonished to hear my hon'ble friend Mr. Bose 
dwell on the hardships of the Central Provinces settlement. which i. the lightest 

in I ndia. It is also the lightest. taxed .province all round, the proportion to 

Madras, for instance, being as II to 41 ~ head of the population. Those 

portions moreover which are most afHicted 1I1th famine arc those which are the 
most lightly assessed of this lightly assessed province. It is well-known that .high 
rents do not alone produce agricultural distress, which in fact .is most common in 
lowly rented districts. A late member of this Council, Mr. Fuller, has after .molt 

careful enquiry affirmed that the Central Provinces are no exception to this rule. 
The fact is, it is in the interest of the rdlgaUr Or landlord fbatthis -agitation i. 

carried on, and not in that of the cultiyatQr. The 'landlord in fact is very .fortunate 
in the sixties to have been placed 10 the 'Position he now occupies. ·1 am ·con-
firmed in this belief that this is the fact when I hear my hon'ble friend on my 

right support Mr. Bose. The Maharaja's benevolence and sympathy. is of. a 

catholic character. 'Last year I remember he made an excuriion into the pushing 
'little province of Assam. This year he ma'kes a longer excursion into the Central 

Provinces. 1 do not mean that his sympathies are conined to the landlord e1ass. 
Noone has given more magnificent proof to the contrary. Still distress Will never 
~ppe l to.him in vain, and are not landlords a conspicuously distresltd class ;&11 
the ~rl  over. 

II As to the causes of fmine, if we must go beyond the sc!a80nl, there can 

be 'no doubt that it is 'Very difficult to get at the assenment question. It is 
l'ecorded of the 'Duke of Wdlington 'that on one Occasion his references to a 
'lDeasure before the House dfLordS mov64 fhe Chanccllorto say that he feared 
1i is Grace had not undeBtood 'the Bill, wbereupon the Duke replied that he had 
Tea'd the Bill once, twice, add fhrec 'utne, lind if!1Ie did riot utldeflttand it, he 
mUst be a fool I think many -people might read ddicial reports on'thl. subject, 
and DOt be unworthy afterwards to beelaSlea with tbe 'Duke df ~jritto  •. 
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If It would be very' advantageous and acceptable to many seekers after in-
formation 'in· India and in ·England if the Government of India would publish 
not a masterly or exhausgye report. but a brief,' popular memorandum exhibit-
. ing .the salient features ol'\he settlements' effected in different provinceS. One 
thing is clear that ulessments have enormously decreased, though collections 
are much more regular than in the good old times. At any .rate assl:ss-
mentscannot. be 'crushing, while the rental of irrigated land is three times 
that of unirrigated land twice its amQUnt. Moreover, the most affected are the 
most lightly assessed portions of the Cenbal Provinces, which as a whole are 
more lightly assessed ~  ,taxed than any other part of the empire •. 

U As to famines in the past, there were then no Indian Midland, and Bengal-
Nagpur, protective, no Raipur to Dhumtari, and other feeder lines. Inl818 
wheat sold at Jubbulpur for four seen a rupee, and in 1832 for eight seers at 
Nagpur. In 1868 one year's failure of crops produced a famine, and early in 
the 18th century grain more than once rose to 64 times its normal cost. . The 
effects of. famine then were lasting. Now they are temporary, and the total 
decrease in cultivation since the last famine in the Central Provinces is only 5 per 
e ~ . 

.. Yet there is room fer general enlightenment, when a journal like the 1'i"... 
enquires whether the Government of India in restricting landlords in respect of 
~i  rent, has laid upon itself a self-denying ordinance of equal obligation. 

U My Lord, the status and functions of an Additional Member are somewhat 
elusive of definition, but it has often ~  me on budget days that he might be 
described as one who proposes addition31 expenditure without suggesting addi-
tional income. '. 

U On one occasion only do I remember ~ exception to this lute. It was, I 
think, in the Session of . I Sgs-g6-at any rate I see no survivor of the members 
of that day present,  excepting only my hon'ble colleague from' :\fadras-that 
an Additional Member did point out to the Finance Minister how he might make 
much money. It p~e e , however, as is not unusual in such cases, that a 
transfer from another source was 8uggested, and that source chanced to be situ-
ated in Bengal. Whereupon the Lieutenant-Governor, the predecessor of His 
Honour, rose in his wrath, and smote th., Additional Member, and when he had 
pulverised him and 'pounded him to t~ , the Financial Minister, though he 
was the man to stand by a friend, was hardly at great pains to put his ally 
to ~t er again. With t ~  eumple be ~ his eyes it behoves an Addi-
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tional Memb .. r to be ,'ery wary. Yet I venture to think th:lt sni"gs' might be 
effected in buildings in the mufassal, I~ doe. not appe::r that any rule of practice 
exists, whereby Public Works budget makers allot a certain proportion of their 

grants to new buildings, but I cannot Ileip thinking a few new buildings, howc\'cr 
unlovely in themselves, are considered to embellish an engineer's budget. The 
present administration in Madras markedly prefers communications to buildings, 

but In that ·Presidency and elsewhere I have seen handsome offices in 8':"811 
towns, providing 8S many cubic feet of air per individual, as amount to an 
obnox1ous draught in the opinion of the Indian oli, ials concerned, and are indeed 
far in excess of ,,·hat tbe people usually enjoy, or really need, and perhaps more 
that what in this city is inhaled by. the helots of Chowringhee . 

II Last year I ventured to say that any simplification of rules. delegation of 
authority, and relaxation of restrictions imposed in regard to mil,in, applications, 

"oul~ .greatly assist Local Governments in encouraging the introduction of foreign 
capital. I would now gratefully acknowledge certain important c:hanges made in 
than the direction indicated and would brieAy rerer to another matter. 

II It is not often that a political officer has the honour to sit in this Council, 
but when a member has like myself a political charge, the fourth largest in point 

of population, and the fifth in revenue in India, he may perhaps btl allowed to 
urge that as mining industries are largely developed in Nath'e States, "hich are 
expected to adopt, and do adopt British laws and regulation. in this behalf, the 
actual, if not immediate, effect of action taken in British India upon the mining 
interest in such States, should be carefully borne in mind. 

" There are two subjects, my Lord, in regard to which I have asked for leaye 

to bring in Bills, a permission which, at this stage, I cannot get. They are the 
; Christian Converts Dissolution of Maniage Act, ~ the Protection of Wild Birds. 
I am aware that changes in the marriage laws, like holy matrimony ilself, are 
not to be rashly or lightly undertaken i but the present procedure is so long 
and expensive, that converts to Christianity who, like the early Christians, are 
generally poor, suffer considerable hardships; and particularly Roman Catholic 
Christians, because they are, under the combined operation of the first-mentioned 
Act and of the Penal Code, deprived of the benefit of the Pauline dispensation. 
This privilege of the faith by the Canon law, and the immemorial usage of the 
Church, permitted the dissolution of a marriage sub.isting between a convert 
and a spouse who refused to live with him or her, because of his or her con-
version, by a simple process, outside the courts, lasting thirty days and costing 
nothing, whereas the present procedure is, to a poor fisherman for example, 

r 
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only less prohibitive than the private Act of Parliament for divorce procedure. 

which formerly obtained in England" 

.. With regard to the birds, the Government 01 India, and certain Local Gov-
ernment., of ~  Madras is one, desire to preserve from destruction during the 
breedi:ng season, birds which lire conted for their dainty te~ , cr brilli ~t 

plumage,' and I hope the very modt:rate mea!ure of protection sug,e&led ma, 
be granted in order that these beauliful and useful creatures may (lbtain a: 
temporary asylum out.ide their present only hnen, the reserved Government 
forest. I venture to commend these two subjects 'to the sympathetic considera-
tion of Your Excellency's Government. . 

,. Turning to the more general features 01 the Budget I would exprtss my 
personal obligations to the H on'ble Finar.ce M, mbcr lor giving us a most interesting 
statement, for making rratters of high finn:ce as intelligible as may le to the 
",'eaker vessels, and for the elimination of that odious but tin now linevitable 
financial fetish ' Rx '. I would express a satisfaction, in some quarter, c:dled 
unholy, at the reco,"ery of the opium revenue, lI'hich sho",'ed dangerous symp-
toms of declire, upon the ir.creased grar.t for irrigation, on tt.e succen, so far 
~. may l:e judged, at thill stage of tl1e gold policy, to .. bicb Southern India 
makes ~ practical contribution frorp tt.e MylOre Miau duly acknowledged by the-

i~ ~, ~ i"ter. 

II As to the Military Budget, it is "'"ell knf)1m that the hon'ble' and gallant 
member in thllrge neither spends an ur.necusary rupee if he can help it, .~t 
takes Irss than a crOre if he can get it, and if so large a sum is necessary to 
make efficient that Brmy which is the insurance of a vast trade and of a pop~l

tion of a fifth of the inbabitantl of the world, who pay fOl' it per head around abOut 
eight anna.. The most e p~ li e thi"g ,'e can keep is a' badly armed anny, 
and I rejoice to Hea lal'ge provision for providing tbe Lee-Enfield rifle, which 
will be repeated in succeeding yean. The provisions made for increasing the 
number of officers, and imprQYing transport and commiuariat aiTangeRlt'nts are 
also eminently ti t~r , tbQugh anore traJls}lort as well as more regimental 
officers are required. . 

II Already the Indian Government, uncOQsc1qus itlfCU ol"any extraordinarr _ 
lupreme effort, can accomplish feats of rapid, obiJi ~io . which e ~ort lIN: 
reluctant admiral ion of Europe. 

.. The subject of paragrapla IS of th. hon'ble and Raltent mtlhber.'s· memo-
randum wiD attract univerul attention-l mean tlie ,ithdrawal of troops from 
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certain advanced posts on the frontier as soon as maitia and police corps, which 

are 10 be located at these posts, are organized. Thr5e withdrawals have COm-
menced and have resulted in savings· which will be largely increased, if thi. 
policy proves the permanent success. which is anticipated and hoped by aU who 
have the interests of this country at heart." 

The o~ ble MR. SMItATON said :-". desire tocong ... tulat«= the Hon'ble 
Financi:al Member for such an interesting and lucid ... position of fin.nctt.. is 
contained in the slatement before us, and in particul.r to offer him my profound 
thanb for the abolition of the objectionable' RJC.' This time-honoured symbol 

has been the cause of more headaches to students of Indian Finance than 

alrDost any pan of the statements that have ber.n submitted from year to year. 
I have a pleasant duty, my Lord, to perform in acknowledeTllent of a substantial 
concession which has been made to the mercantile community of Rangoon but 

I desire 10 postpohe performance of this pleasant duty untilllllention t~o ~r 
three matten. ~ i  His Honour the Lieute"ant-Governor of Burma ha. desired 

me to lay before Your Excellency in Council. The first of these matters is in 
regard to the Forest Administration. Sir Frederick Fryer atks me to represent 

the inadt:quacy of the superior staff of the Forest Administration, and to point 
out. and I may say parenthetically thal I entirely concur in the opinion i~  

he expresses. that a little reinforcement of t he Forest staff would "altl, in-
create the annual resources and income of the F:orest Dfpartment; that for 
every rupee spent in increasing the superior staff tbere would be many ropees 
obtained from theincre.sed output of timber. I notice in the Hon'ble. Financial 
Member's Statement that the Forest Administration made last year .an increase 
of Itt Ialths of rupee. by means of an expenditure of R r ,430000. In other 
words, the expenditure was covered nine times over by the additional revenue 
derived. This, r "think, tends to ccnfirm the Lieutenant-Governor'. opinion 
that a little increase of expenditure in the superior staff will amply repay the 
(lulla,.. A remark hal just been made by my hoo'ble friend on my righl (Mr. Reel) 
tha, an Additional Member's businel. is generally to recommend expenditure 
and propose no revenue to meet it, but, my Lord. I think perhaps I am a notable 
exception in this; I propose an expenditure of one rupee and on the Financial 

Member'l own showing I Ir,ay anticipate with' some confidence a revenue of 
R9 in return. J hope therr-fore that Sir Frederick Fryer's recomll'.endation 
may receive Your Ibcellency's earl, and favourable consideration. 

" The leC'ond matter to whidJ I am obli,ed to draw attention refers to the 
.aIt re\,enue, which J have had an qpportQnit, oJ briel)' Mentioning to tbe Hon'bi" 
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Financial Member. This, my Lord, is rather a thorny subject. In Burma 
there is a considerable enterprise in manufacture of local salt, chiefly byeva-
poration. It is a very old industry in Burma, and it pervades most of the 
coast districts and is found also in the interior. This industry has been of late 
years very much restricted indeed. Under the very reasonable pressure of 
the Financial Department we have greatly reduced the area in which salt 
can be manufactured. We have diminished the number and very materially 
altered the capacity of the implements which are used in '1'anufacture, and we 
have raised 5uccessively twice or thrice within my own personal knowledge the 
rates of composition, the object" being, as explained by Your Excellency in 
Council, to endeavour to approach the rate of duty on imported salt, which in 
Burma is R I per maund of 82 pounds. If the two kinds of; .. It were on 
equal terms then nobody could find fault with the intention of imposing an equal 
duty on both, but at the instance of Sir Frederick Fryer, wbpse knowledge of the 
subject is unrivalled, I desire to point out that the local salt has lzS per cent. 
of water in it as against 8 or 10 per cent. of water in the imported salt. 
Therefore it is obvious that in the taxing' of tbis salt - which is taxed in 
advance before it is made - you levy duty on a proportion of lzS per cent. of 
pure water whereas the duty on the imported article is altogether, or nearly 
10, on dry salt. But then again, my Lord, the Burma salt, as has been now 
proved by statistics and admitted by the importers of ·salt from England 
and Germany, costs exactly double to manufacture compared with the English 
or German salt. Now to impose on that local manufacture a rate equal 
to lhat levied on the imported. article seems to be, on the face of it, in-

. equitable: and to use Sir Frederick Fryer's words: C Any immediate enhance-
ment would probably cause a collapse of the local industry i' and in his 
own words Alain: • The Local Government could not look with 
equanimity on tbe extinction of the industry, which that eribancement of duty 
would probably cause.' I would· ·simply ask here, if Your Excellency sees 
fit and reasonable, that any contemplated immediate enhancement or duty on 
tbe local manufactured salt in Burma be postponed, and that, if possible, the 
figure at which the·local salt can be fairly taxed be finally determined, at say, 
S annas or perhaps 9 annas, instead of one rupee a maund, and beyond that 
for the future do not let the composition duty go. . . , 

"The last matter to which I wish to make a brief reference is petroleum. 
My Lord, last year I had tbe somewhat unpleasant duty of suggesting post-
ponement of a Bill - the Petroleum Amendment BiU- because there were 
certain parts of it which were· nat suitable for a Province where petroleum is 
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largdy produced, and Your elJ~  'Yal good enough to express some 
sympathy wilh the representation which I then lIlallt:, Tht: LocHI Go er ~ t 

has made proposals for amendment of the Act to meet tilt: cue of the Dunna 
petroleum industry i and I understand that these proposed Amendments have 
been IIlso before the Hon'hle the Legal Member and the Hon'blc Member in 
charge of the Home Department i and as the rffect of these Amendments 

will be to i ~re e the commerce in oil between Burma and the coast of India, 
and to help to develop this pro i~i  resource of Burma I hope tllat fayour-
able con$ideration ",ill be given by Your Excellency's Government to the pro-

posed amelldnumts of the Act. It il hoped that jllst as the Burma rice crop 
hall proved, in th., words of the lIon'ble Mr, Dawkins, to be a dominating 
factor in the markets of Europe and Asia and South America. so it is to be 
I:oped that the Burma limber and the Burma oil may in their o,,-n respective 
spheres proye to be: dominant factors in these markets over the &aQJe contin-

ents. 

"And now, my Lord, I have the pleasant part of my duty to perform. Llllt. 
year J had occasion to invite Your Excellency'l attention to certain difficulties 
connected "ith the financing of the rice trade in Burma. Thele difficultiel, 
to put them in a very few "ord!l. lI'ere that the rJltrcantil .. community, who 
are engaged in this important trade, were unable to obtain Telerraphic TraDI-
fers on Rangoon in ~ l utt , and that this di.ability rendered the financing of 
the trade somewhat expensiye and troublesome. I reprelented thil, bllt there 
was no sound, no intimation given to me whatever of any likelihood of a favour-
able consideration of the proposal I had put forward. On the contrary, the 
Financial Member of that time. S.ir James Weltland, met me with lomething 
approaching a rebuff, and he told ine and the Council that he had made an 
offer to the Inercantile community of Rangoon, and that they had refuted it. 
In the absence of Sir James Westland I do not wish to lay anything in an, 
way to compromise him, but I desire to repeat, what I then said, that the offer 
made was illusory: and I am only too glad to know that the Hon'ble Mr. Daw-
kinl has been good enough to try with hil habitual thoug6tfulnels to lighten 
the burdens and remove the difficultiel of the Rangoon merchant. He 
hal now offered what I conlider an exceedingly favourable concession, 
namely, to allow Telegraphic Transferl in Calcutta on Rangoon lit the rate 
of ODe quarter per cent. at any time, and to such an extent al may be required, 
provided that the tender be not less than two !althl. I con.icler, my Lord, thal 
tbe Hon'ble Member hal made an important and valuable cODceaaion to the 
mercantile communit, of Burma for which, if they are not thankful, they nught 
to be. If I ma, mab one lugeslion it is that tbe privilege which has now 

" 
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been granted may be extended to Telegrlllphic Tra.nsfers in Bombay on 

Rangoon; and in respect of Council 8i11s I desire to ask. although I do so with 

~re t diffidence, il it would be possible hereafter, supposing the Rangoon mer-
~ t ile CUllllnunil y ("onsented to BCC('pt haU payment in gold and haH in silver, 
on thllt basis to grant t he issue of Counl·il Rills ill Rangoon. I make this. 
suggestion in cale possibly the Hon'ble Financial Member lDay be able ta give 
It his considennion and because it is juat possible that gold may prove a more-
popular mediuin of exchange in Burma than in India, in which case part 
paymc'nt 01 Council Bi11s in gnld might be feasible and tbe claim of Rangooll 

to a share of Council issues migh.t be rcaliJed,'" 

The Hon'ble MR. TOVNBEE said :-" My Lord. there ilt one paragraph of 
the Financhl Statemenl on which I wish to say a very few words. That para-
graph is Nc. 121 on page 36. It shows lhe Rovenue· from the Sale of Court-
fee Stamps and Plain paper to ha\'e risen from 321 lakhs of rupees in 1895-97. 
to 34' lakh" in 1 900-190', or at the rate of over 4 lakhs a year during the above 
quinquennial period. The above figures indicate, to my mind, Ii very serious drain 
on the resources of the people, and I therefore again ventur., to draw the attention· 
of Your Excellency's Government to the importance of affording tbem some 
relief in the shape: of. increased facilities for the settling of their disputes out of 
Court. ~  the Arbitration BilI-lI'hich was passed into law last Session as 
Act lX of 1899-was before the Council, I expressed the hope that, as it only 
applied to the Presidency-tnwns, it might be looked upon as an instalment or pre. 
cursor of a mt-asure of a much wider and more far-reaching scope-i.,., one which 
would similarly benefit the great bulk of the population. In mo\'ing that the Bill be 
passed, the Legal Member. the Hon'ble Mr. Chalmers, admitted that the subject 
was one of great importance, and that every attention ought to be given to it. [ 
fear, my Lord, that, owing to the exbting pl'C)Ssure of work in the Legislative De-
partment and also, perhaps, to .the eXira strain on the general administration 
entailed by famine and plague, there is not much hope of immediate legi:;lation on 
the subjert But I do trust that it will not be lost sight of; and that an effort wiJ.l 
be  made, as early as practicable, to give the agricultural classes some increased 
(acilities for settling their disputes in their own villages, and for so diverting to 
ag·icultural and milterial improvements, or for saving up for a rainy-or rather a. 
rainless -day. a considerable portion of the large sums which they now spend 00 
Court-fccs for the purpose of litigation in our Courts. II 

The Hon'bte MR. St:'RNCE said :-"It had not been my intention to say 
anything on the consideration of the Budget, but one point has come to my know-
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ledge which I think I may as well place before the Council. Last year 

Sir Jdmes Wc!:tland was good enough to givc us a ri!sume of the slate of the 

Provincial balances. This year no such rc!sumt: has appeared ill any part of thc 

Budget, and therefore it is vcry difficult to know exactly the statc in which 

the finances arc as far as the Presidency which I have the honour to rcpre. 
sent is concerned. Thcre can, howet"cr, be no doubt of this in this malter. 

We have no money, and we have been living on the charity of the GO\'em-

ment of India for the last two or three years, and ,. think that may go on 

for a considerable time to come. Famines in this country are supposed to 

recur at intcrvals of about 20 years, but J regret to .say that during my service of 
nearly 3S years I have j:!onc through two famines, and I am now going back to 
my Province to complete it by winding up. I hope, another iamint'. If famines 
come e\'ery 20 years it takes a certain period of time for tile Province to recover 
from their effect. 1 can relllember that when the 1866·67 lamine took plilce it 

took about lour or five years before the Presidency r~ o ere  its normal state. 

The present famine is (one of such unprecedented sevtrity that I imagine that 

even that period will le exceeded. If so, it is deplorable to conh:mplate the 

state to which we shall be reduct d. Of cotlrse all eSlablishm« nts have been re-
duced to a condition which can hardly lead to efficitncy: all improvements haW' 

been slopred, and it will be a considerable time before Wt' shall be able to 
emerge"'f,om our present e b rr ~ t.. I do nOl know what grant the Gov-

ernment of India have made to the Bombay Provincial funds, but J hope that it 
is liheral, and that in future they 'A"ill trcat us wilh t~e liberality .hich i. due to 

misfortunes, which are in no "'ay due to misgovernment or inefficiency, but which 

have been sent 10 us by Providence." 

The Hon'ble NAWAB FA1VAZ ALI KUAN said:-":'" My Lord, whtn 

dealing with the Budget E:Jtimate of the Ia.t ycar we had anticipated 
an era of financial success, IUld hall expressed our Jlllisr.clion tnu ",II 
calamities that Wt're overshadowing thi!! counlry at that time "'ould rapidly 

pass away. and that our treasury would again thrive and prosper. It was 
conjectured and not without cause, that the two years of good hl4rvelt ."ere 
ushering in a period of agricultural prosperity and that the .ord r ill~  

\lould not be heard by tiS at Ita5t for sometime. to come. But that hope "'as 
do(.med 10 cruel disllppointment. While plO\gue is making havoc in the countr ... , 

pear India has once more be~  affiicte.1 by a i~it tio  of famine, which ii 
nearly at intense, in many cases, as the greatest famines of the past agell. 

These combined divine visitations have so completely talcen U!I by surprise 
tbat all our hQP!:s for the aruelioration of our financial position have been 
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disappointed. But alth ough we have been placed in .uch a critical posit:on 
we should not lose heart. We should rather jointly and colleclivt'ly be 

. prepared to combat and conquer these unexpected and lamentable evils and 
banish them from our. country for ever alld for good. I may be permitted, 
my Lord, to say in this co nneclion that the precautionary measures adopted by 
the Government ~o prevent the spread of plague in the uninfected paris of the 
country, are, in my humble opinion, the only effective measure s that could be 
successfully adoptt'd. I am gtad to remark here that in many cases these 
measures have been crowned with success, and in particular to observe that 
the adoption of these vigorous and effective measu,res have enabled our 
Lieutenant-Go,"ernor, Sir Antony MacDonnell, 10 check and prevent success-
fully the spread of plague and famine in the territory under his wise adminis· 
tration. 

,. My Lord, r feel that I cannot leave this subject .. "ithout offering my 
grateful thanks, and those of my countrymen whom I have the honour to 
represent, to Your Excellency, who, prompted by an earnest sympathy and 
desire for the good of the people of Ihis land, has lately takf!n so much 
trouble', even at the sacrifice of your own' personal comfort, to visit so many 
plague.infected and famine·stricken area" of the country. We owe a sincere 
gratitude to a merciful Providence. which has placed us under the benign 
sovereignty of Her Majesty the Queen-Empress, who, though separated from 
us by thousands of miles, is always looking after us with her fostering care 
and attention and is e\'er really to help us in our troubles" Il is also a mailer 
of congratulation to find that India has been so rortunate as to have been placed 
under Your Excellency's wise and ir.telligent"rule and kind administration. 

II My Lord, I congratulate our Hon'ble -Finance Minister on his being able 
to bring forward an encouraging item of surplus in his Financial Statement • 

. It is encouraging indeed when we take into account all the unforeseen and 
abnormal demands that our revenues had to meet with. Famine alollC is respon-
sible for a large portion of increased expenditure, not only in the shape of relief 
and charity, but also in the shape of Military expenses in India, as the cost 
of food supplies for men and animals in ·"the Army has had to be taken 
Rs, 47,30,coo higher Iban in tbe budget estimate of the present year • 

•• I shall pass on now to say a few words regarding Railways and Irrigation. 
Our experience,. my Lord, has shown us the immense advantages that are 
obtained by the extension of railway and irrigation systeml, as the two promi-
nent factors and t hid means of securing India from the effects of famine. A. 
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regards the former it is gratifying to see that sufficient margin has been left in 
Ihe Budget Estimate for extension. I 'find that a capital expenditure of 

£4,87',000 on railways has been estimated for the next year, i. I., for 19oo-I!)"I. 
It also appears from t ~ statement B prepared by my friend the 1I0n'bic 
Sir Arthur Trevor that from I st April, 1899 to 31 st March, 1900, about 7 II miles 

of new railway have been Authorized. The total length of open line on the 

1St April, 1900 il1~ therefore, be 13,780 miles; a figure much larger than the 
fStimate of the Famine Commission in 1880. The extension of this means of 
communication has enabled Government to save many lives during famine 
which would otherwise have been lost. 

II My Lord, it affords me peculiar pleasure when I find that so ample 
provision is made in the Budget for the extension of Irrigation. It is with 
great satisfaction that I see that the Irrigation grant this  year is raised to a 
full crore. The net earnings of these producti.e works are increasing day by 
day. I may be permitted to point out in this ~b e tio  that the surplus of the 
revised budget estimate is nlostly due to Railw*r ana Irrigation work. 

II One point more, my Lord, and I am done;' It was anticipated in 1899 that 
our current year would be an era of marked improyement in the financial condition 
of tbe country. My pleasant duty, in .. iew of a rairly large surplus, would then 
have bfteIi to draw the attention or Your Excellency's Government on behalf of 
the people whom J represent to the advisability of remitting at least lome of the 
tax levied on landowners on account of ramine insurance. But it is unfortunate 
that our hopes h .. e not been realized this yrar, ror the reason that famine and 
plague still hold their sway in various parts of the country. But it is fervently 
hoped that when the time cornel that a strone and stable financial posilion is 
lecured and a handsome surplus is realiaed, ",ben plague and famine have dis-
appeared from the face of India, the G IC e ~ will find themselves in a 
position to reconsider this measure and relieve the landowners, or some portion 
at any rate, of this burden. 

"My Lord, I will not take o~e of your .. aluable time by dwelline at length 
OR the question 01 exchange and aduption of gold sttndard, and so I pass them 

over in silence • 

.. I may be aUowed in cODelusion to expre:u the sincure gratitude of my 
countrymen to our Lieutenant·Gon, nor, Sir Antony MacDonnell, for his ailiduoul 
txertiolls and uatiring zeal ror the welfare of hi. subjects. Hi. HOllour's earnest-
nelS in adopting effective measurcs for preventl.g plague and its colleague 

L 
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famine, from intruding "and encroaching upon his territory, is a salient proof hoW' 

sympathetic and comp .. sionate His Honour is in advancing the welrare and 

better administration of that country. May I express a hope that the Govern-
ment, considering his assiduous labour and wise administration of that country, 
will extend the term of his office in that Province for some years more. If this be 
done it would be a great blusing to the people of my province and also a gain 
to the Government. • 

.. I may allo be allowed to express my sincere regret on the departure of the 
Financial Member of Your Lordship's Council, the Hon'ble Mr. Dawkins, who 
has conducted the affairs of his Department, during his year of office, with 

skill and success, and with an anxioul regard for the interests of aU classes of 
the community. " 

" Last'y, my Lord, I should like to lay a few lI'ords that relate personally to 
yourself. The people of this country have observed lI'ith appreciation your 
interest in their well are and they cherish the hope that Your Excellency's term 
of office will be identified with large and statesmanlike measures of internal 

e ~lop e t and expanlion. It is because I know that the public mind of my 
countrymen is much concerned at present with these topics, that I have Iried 
to the best of my abilily, to represent their views, and I hope and trust that 
my efforts may e~t with favourable consideration at the hands of o~r 

Excellency's Government." 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA said :-" My Lord, I hepe my hon'ble friend the 
Financial Member will pardon me for saying that this is 'really teo I:ad of him 

He just gives us a foretaste of better things ar d thtn he ~i  us fare\\"ell-a lor.g 
farewell. Hitherto the financial statements placed before this Council have 
been comparative accounts of reali28licl!s of ir:coa:e, andio{ gru'Wth cr saving in 
expenditure for two prtvious yrars, and aFproximale e&tim!ltes band upon them 
for the Budget year. But there was no nttempt to go into the heart of things, 
to discuss .the sources of income and heads of expenditure with special rr"gard 
to the needs, "conditions, and circumstances of the country and its varied popula-
tions, or to COl'I8truct a budget, to use the words of a famo\l. Finance Minister" 
moulded by art on principles of science. 1 he only thing lbat enlivened the dull 
monotony of figures in the!e It~terr.e l . were dEep" curses at the vagaries ot 
exchange, when there was a defiCIt, and Sighs of relief on the elasticity of Indian 

revenues, when there was a surplus. The deeper causes of financial phenomena, or 
the far-reaching indirect effects of finandaloperations, were left re\'erely to them-
selves. My tOld, 1 ventUre to say tllat dogmatism on the stability of ~ ndian finaaee 
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can never I:;e safely indulged tillthc con11'!txily of the problem is thor(.ughly in. 
vestigated and gauged. The several interesting discussions wh:ch irradiate my 

hon'ble fric nd's Financial statement of this year indicate what mit;ht have been 

fairly expected of him, if we had succeeded in impounding him for the·full term 
of his office. As it is, hl! has only succeeded i!\ giving us a taste of the sufferings 
of Tantalus. When listening to the terse paragraphs, clothed in apt languagae and 
sounding almost like judicial summings up, in which he I!xpounded the currency 

problems and the 164. rate of exchange, it was impossible not to wish that he had 
gone on to furnish us with his views as to whether the measures for securing a stable 
exchange had cost the country anything and what, whether the deficits ov.ing to 

exchange were not turned into overRowing surpluses by the i ~re e having cortle 
indirectly from the pockets of the people, whether it ,,·as not the indirect impov-
erishment caused by the stoppage of the mints which perhaps intensified the in. 
ability of the people to stand the strain,,?f the present famine. These are problems 
which are not only interesting in themselves, but they demand solution before it is 
possible to come to any useful or po~iti e opinion about the real character and 
solidity of the existiug state and condition of Indian revenues. But the question, 
which I should have liked to have Ieen dealt "'ith above all others, is the question 
whether the financial condition of the country can be regarded as safe if, as is 
sometimes alleged, land in large Provinces is unable to bear the burden that is 
imposed upon it. Is it true that the etfects'of famine are hasteneclaud inten. 
sified by the decline of staying power in the raiyat 01l·ing to over ISsess. 
ment? Of course nobody denies what is sometimes so passionately urged that 
the immediate cause of famines is failure or scarcity of rainfall But surely it 
is possible to conceive that a failure of crops one year does not necessarily. involve 
starvation, if there ~ some balance in hand of past years to tide over the 
calamity, just as a mercantile firm does not necessarily become insolvent 
because there have been ;Ieavy losses in one year. It is therefore a question 
of the most vital importance to ascertain "hether it is true that there is this 
want of staying power, and if there is, if it is in any way due to faults in the existing 
systems of asses.ing or conecting revenue, if it is due to excess of assessment 
or rigidity of collection. On more than one occasion I have ventured to draw 
the attention of the Council h this important topic. That the raiyat is deeply 
in debt, scarcely anyone clenies With regard to the Bombay Presidency, Sir 
. Theodore Hope admitted in this Council that • to our revenue system must in 
tandoUf be ascribed some share in the indebtedness of the raiyat.' The DckJr.han 
Agriculturists' Relir.f Act Comrniuion emphasized this opinion by reporting • that 
there could be no question th.at the rigidity of the revenue assessment system i. 
one of the main causes which leads the raiyats of the De~  into fresh debt.' 'n 
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answering my contention on this point on the first occasion, Sir James Westland 
replied t hat I he only opinion J could: cite was the opinion of a very distin_ 
guished official .. ho rei ired 18 years ago. When, 011 the next occasion, I pointed 
.' Qui ihat Ihe st.i1i weightier and more rratured opin'ion of the Commission was not 
18. years' old, Sir James said' that as the re\"enue-officers had admittedly powers 

of remission and suspension, it must be assumed th:lt if they did not exercise them, 
, t~ere was no need to do so.' The ans .. er to tbis is simple. These powers 

'existed in Sir I heodore H oj:e's time, and when' the Commission made its enquiries . 

. And in spite pf that, both these aut,horities, mos,tly official, arrived at the con-

clusion that rigidity of the re e u~ system was undoubtedly one of the causes 

of the raiyats' indebtedness. With regard to the question of over-assessment. 

it must be re e bere~ that it is not simply a question of absolute excess of 
assessment, but also whether the . e ~ t leaves a sufficient margin for 
saving. As was pointed out by Mr. Cotton, 'if a bare margin for subsist_ 

ence' alone remains, tbe result is that indebtedness extends year by year, and 
bmines recur with ever increliSing !evtrity.' In one of Sir Louis Malet's 

min'ltes on Indian land revenue, he lays stress upon 'the marked absence of 
any adequate accumulation of capilal upon the soil, al,d (a. a consequence) 
of any sufficient appropriation of sucb capital to purpose. of agricultural im-
provement, deficiency of stocks, of manures, ohen of seeds and implements,' a. 
tending directly to a progressive pauperization of theraiyat. :rhatthese opinions 
cannot be altogether scornfully rejected is painfully brought home to every student 

of the question by a perusal 01 the Selections issued from time to time by 
Government of papers relati"g to the periodic surveys and settlements of taluklfs. 
It is evident that re-settlement is carried out in a most empirical f.shion, with-
out being regulated by well-ascertained and definite principles. A writer well 

acquainted with the mattef has described th,e procedure of revision operations 
8S foUows. The Settlement-officer surveys the lands and generally eliscovers 
some under-measurements. A fallow piece of land here, or· a rocky stretch 
there, or a marsh at another place, reclaimed' at some cost and labo1D',-all 
such attract his attention, and the measurements are thus increased. Then he 
proceeds to register his reasons for enhancements: There is a railwa.y newly 
built in the neighbourhood, there is an increase in the number of tiled houses 

and of cattle, there is a new hazai begun to be regularly held, there is a school 
and children, ~ so on and so on, till e\'erything is inc1udrd "'hich by hook or 
crook ('8n show that prosperity has i r ~e . It is said tht even sending 
delrgates to the Indii.n Natioul Corgrcu has bet n used as an argument for a 
revision of the settlement. Then comes the mention of any canals or tanks 
built by Government and of the fact, if it exists, of waler being found at a certain 
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level by' some raiyats who had been focls enough to dig "'ells. Tht'fc is hardly 
an attempt to enquire whether the farmers t~e el e  have shared in ,Ilcir outw:lJ'd 
prosperity. Them there is a speculative and perfunctory rnquiry as to the general 

yield and the end of it is a recommendation for generally raising the ~ e l 

rate from 50 t'o 200 per cent. at one sweep. It will be thus seen th"t howeyer 
conscientiously pursued, these operations are in their very nature e piril~I, ullcer-
tain, and inde6nite, In making these remarks I do not mean to advocate a per 

manent settlement like that in Bengal. But it is well worth considering whether the 
scheme recommended by the Government of India in the time of Lord Ripon, 
under which assessments .. ·ould be revised only in the case of a general rise of 
prices or of improvements made by the State at its own cnst, does not dea' ~ it  

the question in a more reasonable and scientific'manner. Under such a scheme, 
the 'unearned increment I would be saved to the State, but it would ~ 
automatically measured by the rise in prices which would include all the 
sources of its growth. My Lord, I am not putting forward these views as 
incapable of being controverted j on the contrary I think that they are 
sometimes pressed with iptemperate exaggeration, ar.d I also know that 
opposite views are stoutly and forcibly maintained. But, DIy Lord, the issues 
involved in a settlement of tbis vexed question are momentous j they involve the 
p!'eSsing problem of the perpetual indebtedness of the vast agricultural 
population of the country j they anxiously concern the grave fact admit-
ted by the last Famine Commission that the condition of the immense ma-
jority of the agricultural labourers, who, it must be remembered, are ~ not 
merely labourers, but who alternately labour for others as "'eJl as work 
fields on temporary leases, has seriously deteriorated i the, may have a close 
connection with the increasing severity of recurring famines if assessments do 
not leave a sufficient margin for ra.nless days. It may be that the: views of the 
peasimillts may be erroneous j but I believe. m, Lord, they are honestly and 
lincerely held. and there is a sufficiently large consensus of opinion in their 
support to prevent them from being scouted as utterl, visionary or unfounded. 
Under these circumstances I respecdully .-enture to submit. for the serious 
consideration of i'{ our Lordship, if it would not be an act of provident and 
agacious statesmanship to take measures for a full and exhaustive inveslig •• 
tion of these questions, by means of a Commission empowered to deal with them 
in all their varied aspects. I make' this sugge.lion, my Lord, In a .pirit of 
earnest and aincere loyalty. not IQS earnest aod sincere perhaps than that of 
&bose who talk more of it. 

, • II And now, my Lord, I hue only to oft'er a few remarks on the delails of 
uu. year's Budget. I felt vCrj grateful'to my bon'b1e friend when he announced 

M 
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that all famine expenditure for the closing and-coming years was undertaken 
by the Government of IndiOi. though il)deed I do not know how otherwise the 
insolvent exchequer of the Bombay Prt"Sidency at least could have met the 

demand. But after this announcement, it was somewhat staftling to be told 
that the Budget year was estimated to close with a surplus of 24 Iakhs, small 
no doubt, but still a surplus. It was difficult not to feci that with the hea .. y 
calls. direct and indirect, entailed by the severe and widespread famine that has 

cast it s dark shadow on the land, such a result was too good to' be real. 
There are circumstances connected with the Budget estimates which 
are calculated to raise serious misgivings. Land revenue is estimated 

to fetch one crore and 30 Iakhs more than in the revised estimates 

for last year, and within 30 lakhs for the accounts for 18g8-99 and within 
50 Iakhs of the estimate of the Budgd estimate for what was expected 
to turn out a most prosperous year, vi •. , 1899-1900. Considering the 
severity of the famine and the enormous loss of cattle that has taken place, 
is not this too sanguine an estimate, and may it not be the indirect means of 
pressing hardly in the matter of remissions and suspensions jI It may be said, 
how can arrears be recovered if tbe raiyats are not able to pay them jI 1 he 
answer is that this inability need not always be absolute but is often only relative, 
and without always involving immediate insolvency, may mean increased indebted .. 
ness, gradual impoverishment, and reduced staying power for. the future. Then. 
again, I do not find anything either in the statement or accounts regarding 
plague expenditure for the closing lear or the Budget year. Besides the 
imperial contribution on acrount of plague ('xpenditure for 1898'99. I believe 
that provision to the extent of about 121 lakhs was made. so far as the Bombay 
Presidency was concerned, for similar expenditure in 1899-1900. There is 
nothing to show what has become of that amount, whether it has been absorbed 
in the expenditure, or whether any portion of it is intended 10 be distributed 
to the ditlerent municipalities in the Presidency as was done last year. There is 
another circumstance which makes the estimated surplus of 114 Iakhs still more 
unreal. In paragraph 7S of Mr. Finlay's memorandum, referring to reduction of 
expenditure on Civil Works (or 1 899-19OOt he says that • the Civil Works savings 
n the other Provinces (other than Assam and Burma), vuying from Rs. 14,57,000 
n Bombay to Rs. . ~.ooo in the Punjab, may all be taken as being the result of 
the efforts of. the Local Governments to reduce ordinary expenditure, to provide 
funds (or the famine and to a small extent for other provincial needs.' In para-
graph 114, speaking of the Civil Works estimates for Igoo-I9OI, he says 'Iarl. e 
reductions have been made to ht:lp the Local Governments to secure equilibrium 
in.the Provincia' revenues,' enumerating among others. Rs. 13,79,000 in Bombay. 
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Rs. 10.57.000 in the Punjab, and Rs. 5.31.000 in the Central Provinces. I .. 
speaking on last year's Budget in this Council. I deplored the grave consequences 
of reducing Bombay Civil Works expenditure from the moderate average of 36 
lakhs to less than .7 lakhs in 1897-98. and to 291akhs in the Budget for .898-99. 
And now, for 1899-1900 and Igoo-l90I, it is cut down at one slroke-into abso-
lutely one half of the amount. My Lord, I cannot help saying that the prospect 
before this sorely stricken Presidency is one· not to be contemplated without 
dismay, and I cannot help thinking that the 24 Iakhs would be better employed 
in going to the help of the Bombay exchequer than in figuring as a surplus. 

" Gloomy as the situation thus is, I confess, my Lord, I feel some difficulty 
in reconciling myself to the soggestion that there might be a grant to India 
from the British treasury. The exchange of private charity between the lubject. 
of Her Majesty in England and India can be open to no objection; on the 
contrary, it draws heartl closer together. India has gratefully appreciated the 
generosity of the British people in coming to the help of the afflicted by their 
liberal subscriptions during the famine of 1896-97 and dW'ing the present 
famine. But a public dole stands on a different footing and cannot fail to 

any with it a sense of humiliation. In that way, India would fain 
appeal to England's sense of justice rather than of generosity. I never cease 
regretting that the Government of India had Jost to tbe country a contribution 
from the Britilh exchequer on account of tbe '.It Frontier war. It was 
a work of joint imperial concern, and a division of the cost would only 
have been just. There is stiD another way in which England can justly 
come to tbe help of India. While the Welby Commission is pending, I 
do not wish to speak of ·the nxed question of the appropriation of Militlll')' 
cbarges between England and India. But while the present system still flouriahea. 
it is only just that the same principles which govern the .~r Office in Jevying 
charges for Britisb soldier. from the Indian treasuiy from the moment of their reo 
CI1Iitment should also govern the re~ e t of troop. taken from India to serve 
abroad. I t has been a matter of joy and pride to this country, as the 
remarkable outburst 01 feelilll througbout the country has sbown, to have been 
able to go to the help of En,land with such splendid IIOldiers as Your Lordship was 
able to despatch with such promptitude. and at the same time also to remember 
tbat the great general who is now leading them on from victory to yictory beloug • 
.. 11 and entirely to this country. I know that both the ordinary and extraordinary 
cost of these troops is to be repaid out of the British exchequer. What I wi.h 
to point out, however, is that on the principles hitherto enforced again.t India, the 
calt wbich ought to be repaid is their entire cost from the recruiting dep6t tr"1 
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now, except the cost of the period when they might have be~ engaged in 
actual fighting in India. 

n There is one other way also in "'hich England can justly come to the help of 

India, and 'that is, by guaranteeing her loans. My Lord, the fates of England and 
India are inextricably woven together, and nothing can be )(lst by recognizing so 
patent a fact by the formal seal of a guarantee. On the contrary, it would bring 
the two countries together in a bond still closer knit even than now.N 

The Hon'ble Ma. JOBETSON said :_u With respect to the Hon'ble 

Mr. Smeaton's remarks regarding the need for additional Forest officers in 
Burma, I would remind him that it is only ,four e~  ago that the superior staff 

in that province was increastd by nearly 50 per cent., and Ihat at the present 
moment, supposing vacancies to be filled up, the nomination to which lies with 
His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, the staff is actually above strength. We 

have now asked the Secretary of State to increase the annual recruitment, and 
hope shortly to be in a position to meet the Lieutenant-Govemor's wishes. In 
view of the great importance of t~e Burma forests, every possible effort has 
been made to assist the Local Government, and it has, I believe, had even 

more than its strict share. But the fact is that every province is more or less 
.horthanded at the present moment. 'On the subject of petroleum, I need 
say no more than that the alterations to which the Hen'ble Mr. Smeaton has 
referred are at present under' our consideration in consultation with the Local 
Government. ' 

.. My o b~e friend the Financial Member will doubtless be gratified by the 
chorus of appro\'al with which the announ!=ement has been received that, even 

~ er financial ~o itio  such ,as characterise the present year, it has been 
decided ,to increase the ,allotment ~or new irrigation works by IS lakhs. The 
,announcement is n.o ;doubt welcomed. not only as a provision of immediate funds, 
but also as ~ indication of ut~e P9licy j and I may perhaps be allowed to say 
how ~e rtil  I share in the satisf,action which has been so generally expressed. 
As regards irrigation ih the Central P~o i e  I may tell the Hon'ble Mr. Bose 
that we have n:cent)y, placed tl)e ,services of an expert at the disposal of the 
Chief Commissioner in order to ~ iDe the question with reference to Chattis-
garh., '  I hear informally that h,e i~ not unhopeful of success; and if it should be 
found possible to work out a scheme that win ,stand professional scrutiny, I think 
I can pro~i e ~ t it will ~e p~tl1eti l1  considered by the Government of 
India. ,It is the case, however, ~ t~e Hon'ble Mr. Chrlu has reminded us, that 
~ scbeme of tank irri ti~  on 1lny ordinary scale can ever afford complete pro-. . . . .. 
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te~tio , sinCe tanks, unlike our great snow· fed rivers, are themselves dependent 
upon the annual rains for their supply. They are therefore apt to fail us when 

most needed, and it is by their utility. during a fairly normal series of years 
that they must in the main be judgc:d. 

" The Hon'ble Mr. Mehta has quite rightly laid great stress upon tbe very 

important question of elasticity in the assessmeDt and collection of revenue. J 
believe there IS hardly any question which has a more intimate bearing upon the 

prosperity of agriculture in India j and I can aSlure him that it has not been 

o,erlooked by the Government of India. It is one of the branches of that great 
subject of Agl'icultural Indebtedness which bas been engaging their most 

earnest attention for some years past. During those years much has been 

done towards improving the law regarding Courts of Wards and the entail 

of landed ~ t tt , and a substantial beginning has been made in t he matter 

of reMricting alienation of land. I may remark in passing how gratifying 

it is to me to find that the Hon'ble Mr. Bose, speaking in the name of the 

people· of the province which he represents, approves of the restrictions which 

have there been recently imposed upon the power of alienation. 

"The question of elasticity is next for consideration. The material hu been 

collected, and i. ready; but in matters of.such magnitude and importance, we 

do well to hasten slowly. That the practical question has not been neglected 

on the present occasion is, I think, sufficiently apparent from the fact that the 

Revised estimates for the annual yea.r are less than the Budget estimate., which 

were based on normal prospects, by 83 lakhs in Bombay, 351 lakhs in the 
Central Provinces and 38 lakhs in the Punjab j while even the Budget estimates 
for next year, which again are based upon tbe anticipation of favourable 

seasons, show reductions of 16. 35 and 10 lakha, respecti .. ely • 

.. As for· what has been said by the Hon'ble Mr. Ananda Oharlu and the 

Hon'ble Mr. Mehta rqarding the basis of assessment, I can ASsure them that 

the policy of the Government of India has for the pat't eighteen years steadily 

tended in the general direction which they indicate as desirable. But the 

Government of India have al"'aY5 declined, and must continue to decline, to tie 

its own hAnds, or tbose of Local Governments, by any hard and fast rules such 

a5 are suggested by the hon'ble gentlemen, or by the Hon'ble the Maharaja of 

D rb ~ , and so prevent them from remedying those inequalities which must 
almost inevitably arise during the currency of a long-term .ettlement, and 

which it is one of the main objects of a revision of setrlcment to rerr.ove, or 

" 
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hamper them in dealing with the infinite variety of o ~itio  which affect the 
assessment of land revenue. 

II I hail with pleasure the remarks of the Hon'ble the Maharaja of Dar-
bhanga regarding the development of the Agricultural Department, and his ap· 
preciation of ~ bas already been done with limited means. The policy 
which he advocates is the declared policy of the Government of India, declared 

in a set of resolutions which were published, I think, in 1897; and two obstacles 
alone have prevented its more vigoroul prosecution-first the i i~l difficulties 
which have for some years affected both Imperial and Provincial finances, and 

secondly, our inability to discover a wholly suitable and competent person for 
the post of Inspector-General of Agriculture, the creation of which has received 
the sanction of the Secretary of State. To fill this important post worthily, its 
incumbent will require very special qualifications, and we prefer to wait a little 
till the right man turns up, rather tban accept anybody who does not possess 

them in full • 

.. Finally, I turn to the remarks of my hon'ble friend Mr. Bose upon settle-
~e t  in the Centrlll Provinces. And first he must allow me to acknowledge 
the courtesy which led him to furnish me with a copy of them beforehand, 
and which has not only greatly facilitated my task in replying to them, but has 
also ensured to them more adequate consideration than it would otherwise 
have been possible to give them. He will not pxpect me to discuss them in 
detail on the present occasion, and I must not be understood to accept all 
his figures, or to agree with all his arguments or conclusions. The Central 
Provinces system of settlement has found an unexpected but able champion in 
the Hon'ble Mr. Rees. But I agree with the Hon'ble Mr. Bose that· it woald 
be difficult to exaggerate the nature and i~te it  of .the l ~itie  which have-
befallen the province which he represents, and especially certain portions of it, 
during the past few years. I agree also that it was unfortunate in the extreme 
that the cycle of lean years should have begun, just when tho revised settle-· 
ments were coming into force. Since then, lome of 'those assessments have 
been subjected to a telt under which aRY settlement, however reasonable and 
moderate, must inevitably have broken dowa. 

II But I do not think that my hon'''le friend fully realises all that has: 
already been done in the direction which he indicates. Before I made over 
charge of the province, the revision of settlement had heen. completed in one 
tlistrict, and begun in a second and a p~rtio  of a third. And the question· 
"blather still wicier revision was necessary wal under' my consideration during . 
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the autumn months of last year. and was only suspended when it bec":lmc clear 
that famine was inevitable, because I felt that it would in any case have to he 
reconsidered as lOon as the famine was over. 

. .. Aa regards settlement operations which are now in progress, or have 
just been completed, it must be remembered that a revision of scttlemt.'nt 
means very much more than a mere enhancement or reduction of lhe total 
al'sessment. It means also· the accurate ascertainment of facts as they are, 
and the redistribution upon the basis of thoac facts, of the burden of 
rent and revenue. During the term of a thirty, or even of a twenty years' 
settlement, the distribution of that burden becomes extraordinarily unequal, 
especially where protected tenants are numerous i and if. for instance, settlement 
operations result in the assessment of a normal revenue amounting to .2S per 
cent. of that previously paid, it would be far better for a district, however de-
pressed, that the revised assessments should be announced, but reduced by one-
fifth so as not to increase the total payments, rather thAn that the exi!ting 
unequal payments should continue to be exacted. And this is especially the 
case, now that the recent revision of the Central Provincel Tenancy Act has for 
the first time empowered settlement-officers to reduce excessive rent. The 
severity of assessments in the Central Province .. wherever they are severe, is 
mainly due to the short-sighted action of lpeculative and absentee landlords, 
aDd of those who have followed their example, in screwing up rents to a pitch 
which it is possible to pay, only under the most favourable conditions. Hitherto, 
the settlement-officer has been obliged to accept those rents, and to assess upon 
them. He is now, for the first time, in a position to correct them. 

II As regards the reduction of agricultural debt, I will only lay that I agree 
"ith the Hon'ble Mr. BOlle in thinking that the conspicuoul luccell of the experi-
ment to which he alludes was mainly due to th.: 'Olct that it was worked through 
tbe people, and that local public opinion "al eRlilted in its 'avour. J should be 
glad if it were found possible to repeat that eaperiment on a wider scale. But, 
I am inclined to believe that any attempt to make. submilsion to conciliation 
compulso.,., would at once alienate public Iympathy, and destroy all hopes of 
luccess. An attempt to provide a simple insolvency Ia" of "hich the agricultur-
ist would readily avail himself, was made in the Dekkhan Agriculturiltl' Relief 
Act. Bllt its provilions in this respect have virtually remained a dead..Jetter. 

II The problem of providing agriculture in India with capital en realOnable 
terms is one of the mOlt difficult that can be conceived. Some months ago 
Mr. Fuller worked out a scheme which seemed to me to suggest a possible slep 
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towards the partial solution 01 the difficulty. It is still under the Chicf Commis-
sioner's consideration, and will duubtless reach the Government of India in due 
time. If it should prove practicable and acceptable to the money·lending 

"classes, it will, I believe, be a substantial advance towards the end in view. 

II When I went to the Central Provinces in the middle of 1898, I felt that the 
task of nursing the province through its period of convalescence' after the 
famine of IB97 constituted a revenue problem of no ordinary difficulty. It is 
needless to say bow greatly the calamity of a second famine, following almost 
immediately upon the first, mUllt have increased the difficulty of the task. My 
hon'ble friend will, however, agree with me that the matter could not. be in 
more sympathetic or more competent hands j and his remarks, which 1 will take 
care to bring to the Chief Commissioner's notice, will no doubt assist in dealing 
with it. The people of the province may feel assured that, in all well-c,onsidered 
measures for their assistance in recovering from the calamity which has befallen 
them, the head of the administration will receive the most cordial support 
from the Supreme Government. They must remember, however, that there 
are two sides to this, as to most questions. And what I am going to say 
applies to a good deal that we have heard here to-day. On the one hand, a wise 
moderation-in the face of such a calamity as the present, I will say a 
generous lenieDcy-is' advisable, not only in the interests of the people, but also 
as conducing to the stability of the revenue. On the other hand, every rupee of 
rent that should be, but is not, imposed upon the cultivator, is so much shorn 
from the income of the landowner j and every rupee of revenue that should be, 
but is not, assessed upon the landowner, has to be made good by the general 
tax-payer. It i. easy to win R cheap popularity by indiscriminate liberality at the 
expense of others j but it is not right. 

If 1 would ask the Council to bear with me yet one moment while I 
cordially acknowledge the manner in which the Hon'ble Mr. Bose has referred 
to the efforts that are being made to SAve human lire. I believe. with him, that 
the people themselves fully appreciate the splendid devotion with which Gov-
ernment officials and private workers, European and Native alike, ,are striving 
for their ,relief. I have heard the fact doubted. My Lord, I have spent a great 
part of my service in quiet country districts, and have always made a special 
point of mixing with the village population. And my firm conviction is, that 
though the Indian peasant i. inarticulate-, he is not ungraleful, and that in the 
depths of his dumb heart he realizes and appreciates all that is being done for bim 
by those who .are strivillg to save his lift', nt't seldom at the risk of their owo." 
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The Hon'blc SIR r\. TRBVOR said :-" My Lord, my task on the present 
~ io  is for the most part the easy and pleasant one of gratefully acknowledg-

Ing the testimony which bas bee .. borne by those of the hon'ble members 
who have referred to the subject, to the success which has attended our eRorts 

to prevent the interests of railways and ir~i tio  frOIl1 suffering more than 

was absolutely unavoidable from the financial difficulties of the year. Dut there 

are a few point!: to which 1 may briefly refer. 

" My friend, the Hon'ble Mr. Allan Arthur, has referred to short comings 

in the deferred Telegram service and has pointed to the necessity .for spending 

the surplus revenue of the Department on the improvement of the service. 
I am afraid it must be acknowledged that it has not always been found possible 

to work up to the standard the Department "'as sc:t (or itllelf, and that deferred 

telegrams are occasionally seriously delayed. nut baving regard to the condi. 

tions under which they are sent, that is not surprising when the ordinary and urgent 

traffic is as heavy as it sometimes is. If deferred telegraAfi cannot be 
got through in the night or before the urgent and ordinary message)s of next day 

begin to come in, they have to stand aside till next night. Thus messages 

put in at 10 A.M. on Monday might not get over the wires until Tuesday 

night, being delivered on WednesdlY nlorning. The surplus to which 
Mr. Arthur refer. ItS shown in this year's reviseJ estimates is tho relult 
of the same sudden expanlion of traffic to which the delay. of which 

he complains are attributable. It "ill all be spent, and something more, next 

year, on the obi~ t he has at heart, the improvement of the service by construc-
tion of additional lines, provision of new apparatus, increased establishment, etc. 

I should explain that t ,~ con of nel¥ Ii ~lI th,ugh it is treated as Capital expen-

diture, is met out of Revenue . 

.. I will leave it to His Excellency the Viceroy to deal with the question of 
our general irrigation policy, which has been referred to by my friends 

Messrs. Ananda Charlu and Faiyaz Ali. But in reference to Mr. Ananda Charlu'. 
remarks as to the importance of sYltematizing the maintenance and improvement 
of tank irri ~tio  in Madras 1 may observe that there is already a tank-reltoration 

slD'Vey in Madras, which has been going on for some years. The tanks Illong 

each river or main drainage here are systematically reported, the various 

data for each being put on permanent record in a 'book for each .ystem. 1m· 

provements are suggested and taken tIp in regular order as money is availllble. 

In fact, the system he desires is already in force. It may be lusceptible of 

improvement. But that is a question rather for the local authorities. 
o 
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"My friend the Hon'ble Maharaja of Darbhanga has referred to t ~ po~t· 

poncment of the Sakri· Jainagad line. Some difficulty "~ I expcrielll'ed in finding 
the money for the line within our programme limits. But as I explained in the 

memorandum appended 10 the Financial StiitclDt!nt, the Bengal and North-
Western RailwlIy Board have come to the rescue, and have IInclertaken to lind 
the money at a reasonable rate of interest, al\owing it to rank as Govcrnment 
capitill for i i~io  of prollts on thc combined company's and Govt:rnment syslem 

which they work. This has been agreed to by the GoVt:rnment of India, and 
I hope that tbe line will shortly ba put in hand. . 

"He has also referred to the question of railway ratell, especi ,Oy for 
coal, as demanding attention. I may explain that Government fixes on 
all lines except a few of the old Guaranteed Companies Rail",·ays and such as are 
independent of Government aid, certain maxima and minima, within which 

Railway i i tr!~io  are at liberty to vary their rates as may seem to them 
desirable in tile interests of their lines. They .arc quite alivl" to the advitntages 
of stimulating traffic, and the less they are interfered with the better, as a rule, 
the public will be served. As regards coal I may observe that neither the 
Companies who sell coal nor the public who buy it have so far complained of 
the riltt.s. ·rheir complaint has been more directed to the difficulty of moving 
the coal from the mines. to the centres of trade and industry. The rates at 
which Railways can afford to carry depend also to some extent on the direction 
of other traffic. One-tenth of a pie pt:r maund per mile is the prevailing rate. 
But that is sometimes reduced, with the sanction of Government if necessary. 
when, if not carrying coal, the wagons would be returned empty. I do not 
think that Government are at present called on to interfere." 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GENERAL SIR E. COLLEN said :-" In the memo-
randum which 1 laid upon the table last week I gave a full detail of the 
estimates with which I am specially concerned, the Indian military estimates, the 
Home (tndia) military estimates, tfle Military Works estimates, and the marine 
estimates. I do not think I need trouble the Council with any repetition of • 
figures, but should like, if I may, to furnish the Council with an explanation 
regarding the increase in the budget of the coming year as compared with the 
budget estimate of the current year. 

01 The difficulty of arriving at the practical increase of military expenditure 
is because there are many factors in the estimates of both years which must 
be eliminated, in order to arrive at what may be caUed \he permanent 
figure. We must take out the abnormal cost of food supplies, reduction by the 
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OIbknce of troops, and reduction of the rro i~io  for militnry orerntions and 
special services. It appears 10 me that tl:o fllire st \\'ay of ~1;1lil  the cnse is to 

5o"\y that provision has been made for improvements in the IIUllilllll.nt ~ l organi-

sation of the army to the extent of about 90 lakhs or £600,000 i anI' that other 
increases, such as the messing llo ~  for the Dritish Army, bring lip the 
permanent increased expenditure to about one crore of rup t~, or £l.(;6,(66. 

Increases to army f'xpenditure, comparing one estimate "illl another, lIlay be 

classed under three heads, namely, what may be called temf-orary increases. 
which may not recur again; automatic increases, such as occur in connection 
wiLh the volunteers; and special increases duc to improvenll'nts in the army, in 
its organisation and armament, some of which must increase year by yc:ar up to 
a certain limit. 

" The great increase to military expendilure was the effect, when fully felt, 

of the measures which were carried out in 188S·sa.87 for u ~ til  the 
strength of the British and Native army, for the e;tablishment of reserves, 
and for the creation of coast and ro li~r defences, the maintenance of which is 
now a yearly charge. Now this increase of expenditure was the result of 
the deliberate conclusion of the Government of the day in consequence of 
the o i i~ tio  of our military position in India. But besides tbis direct 
cause of increase, many matters ba\'e since caused additional military expenditure, 
the preparation;· of the field srmy for mobilisalion, increase in transport, 
rise in prices and wages, the effect of expeditions and campaigns on tbe non· 
effecth'e charges, tbe incrt-ased cost of, and additions to, equip ~ t and war 
material generally, development of the volunteer movement, and additional 
sanitary measures; "'hile three: ilems alone. the incrf'ased ray to tbe natite 
army, exchange compensation allowance, and the grant of messing allowance to 
the British army, account for over one crore of rupees, £666,666; 

"I have more than once explained in this Council what tbe great items of 
military expenditure are, and if my hon'bl,e colleagues will tum to paragraph 
~  of my memorandum, they will see, taking the Indian military estimates, 
bow the expenditure stands under the different grants i and if they analy. 
these figures they wiD find that, in the eRective services, out of say 15 crores of 
rupees, or £10.000,000, more tban 14 crores oE rupees, or a lum of collsi. 
clerabl), over nine millions sterling, is spent on paying, feeding and supplying, 
clothing, doctoring. and arming the army, wbile the difl'ercnce is caused by 
the expenses of the staff and administration, attending to the education and 
spiritual wants of the army. and to tbe cost oE the YolWlteer servicu. 
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II As to the non-effective charges, there is practically no means of reduc-

ing these i and if lI'e turn to paragraph 38 you wiD i ~ that the Home (India) 
military estimates are made up, besides payments to the War Office, of pay in 

.some form or .other, transport of troops to and' from India, stores required hy 
the Army in India, and various non-effective charges, such as pensions . 

.. I think, that we are sometimes reproached that we have no great reforms 

to bring forward. Some of our critics would have us abolish the post of Com-

mander-in-Chief, others tell us to abolish the Military Member of Council, 
while yet again these wholesale: abolitionists adville us to abolish the four 
Lieutenant-Generals Commanding the' Forces, or to abolish some particular 

part of the army usually, I may say a part of the army to which the critics 
do not belong i then we are told that we ought to reduce the British Army 
in India; while some say salvation is to be found in re-distributing the army 
and having nothing but large to e~t ,  m05t excellent policy, which 
I should like to see carried out,-but whic:h would involve an enormous expend-
iture on barracks and cantonments. Great reforms have been introduced. 
into the Indian Army during the bst twenty year.. The cumbrous presidential 

system has been got rid of and a large number of measures of improvement 
have been carried out. Even in the financial year that is 110W passing lI'e 
have done. a good deal, and are preparing to do more. Within the last few 
days, we have received unction for the introduction' of the organisation of 
double companies in native .infantry in place of wings-a most important 
improvement which man,. 01 us have pressed for, for a long time. Another 
very considerable reform is the re-distribution of commands on the North-
West Frontier which will be immediately carried out. The great r!form to be 
accomplished is further and more complete decentralisation than has yet been 
effected • 

.. I said ill my memorandum tl:at I could .not state the results of our labours 
to diminish clerical work and simplify our method of business in the artily 
and its administration. But I rather forgot that we have already reduced the 
length of those useful documents, the military financia1 reviews, and since I wrote 
I have received a 'proof of the report on Ordnance Factories, and I find a reduc-
tion in bulk has been made of 67 per ceni. I mention this, because it is the first 
fruits of.part of'a very great reform in which His Excellency the Viceroy is not 
only interested, but for which he has supp1ied the motive power of his energy. 
I have explained ill my memorandum how the particular military measures 
1Ie have brought forward came to be proposed i but I did not explain that 
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these e ur~  are only part of a permanent policy which we have for many 

years gradually, if slowly, developed-that policy being the preparation of a 

part of the Anriy of India for mobilization in any direction, either by land or 
sea j while the second part of the policy is the defence of the ports and fron-

tiers by adequate works, and by carrying out measures to preserve the 

internal security of the country. Sometimes circumstances h:Jve obliged us to 

halt in this. development. At other times, we have been able to carry it 
forward more rapidly, but the measures of special expenditure, the re-annament 

of the Native army and of the mountain batteries, the development of our 
manufacturing power, the addition of officers to the" Native army, the re·organi-

sation of horse, field, and mountain batteries, with a view to facilitate mobili-

sation, the conversion of existing heavy batteries into more powerful units, 

improvement of the transport-I am afraid I have dwelt upon the necessity, 
for this several times in this Council-and the provision of military light railways 
etc., form an important part of this continuous policy, and we feel that, when 

these improvements have been carried out, we shall have made a great step 

forward. 

II 1 should like to say one word as to what our mobilisation system is-it is 
the preparation of a force for movement, equipped in every possible detail. 
It means an immense amount of labour and an endeavour to foresee every kind 
of requirement. It is ten times more difficult than the mobilisation which 
continental nations are able to effect, because, not only have our troops to 

traverse long distances, but we are not able to distribute our troops rigidly and 
permanently in time of peace. One result of having a definite aim and standard 
is that we do possess large reserves, and manufacturing power for equipments 
and warlike stores. The possession of these equipments and reserves not only 

enabled us to send off at once the force for South Africa, but it has enabled us 
to meet large demands from the War Office. 

II A great deal has been said recently to the effect that the Government take 
no interest in the Volunteer Force in India, and that thil force is, in fact, in the 
cold sbade of officialism. I am concerned that there mould be any feeling of 
this kind, for I can.assure the Council it restl on no foundation. I know Your 
Excellency takel great interat in the volunteer force of India-a force which 
hal contn"buted a small but effecUve contingent to the army in South Africa, and 
for mylClf I am one of a very small body of yeteran volunteers, as I wal a 
yolunteer 40 year'll ago, beginning my military education in that POlt, and I have 
cloae everything in my power to foster the lDOYemeat. 
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II In the first place, I will deal with . the ques,tion to which my hon'ble 
friend, Mr. Allan Arthur, alluded-the re-armament of the volunteers. The 
Government are most anxious that the volunteers should be re-armed, but 

we cannot do everything at once. It is, as will be readily understood, a 
matter of great ~ port e that the Native troops of the field army should 
be re·armed with the magazine rifle, and this we shall 'DOW commence to 
d" from our reserves, supplemented by the arms which are comiftg from home. 
The desire is to re-arm the volunteers, immediately after that portion of the 
Native army which is detailed for the field army has been armed wilh 

the magazine rifle, and I think that if the volunteers consider the question 
dispassionately, they would understand why this plan has to be followed. 

They will certainly be re-armed before the remainder of the garrison of India, 
which is not in the field army, receives the magazine rifte. 

U I find that in the last ten years many concessions have been made' 

which have involved expenditure. An annual grant is i ~  to assist volunteer 
corps in the construction of rifle ranges j reservists are allowed to count towards 

the authorised band allowance j mounted v olunteers are allowed to purchase 
C8.$t horses at a small price j an educational all owance is granted to schools for 

efficient cadets j money grants are made to volunteers in lieu of rations during 
camps of exercise j ammunition for match shooting is issued at cost price j the 
horses of mounted corps are rationed at the State expense during camps of 
exercise, instead of this being charged to the capitation grant. The grant for 
camps of exercise has been raised j an annual grant is made of R 20,000 to help 
the volunteers in their field days j an annual grant of R30,000 is made for 
volunteer buildings, such as armouries, head-quarters, etc. ; loans at a favourable 
rate of interest have been issued to volunteer corps i volunteers have been placed 
under more favourable conditions regarding the grant of wound pensions and 
widows' pensions. The capitation rate of RIo is passed to recruits who fail in 
their first year but qualify as reservists j outfit allowances are granted to volunteer 
officers on first appointment for the purchase of their swords and revolvers j an 
increased capitation of RIO is granted to mounted volunteers and the same 
to artillery volunteers, while infantry volunteers who are trained in gun drill 
receive an extra amount of RIO. Volunteer officers are''kranted a decoration 
and volunteers long service medals j and the children of volunteers are alimitted 
to the Lawrence Asylums. I venture to think that we can hardly be said to 
have entirely failed in our duty to the volunteers. 

"I have had on previolll occasions in this Council to defmd military expenditure 
in India, although, indeed, to my mind it requires DO defence. wbeD we remem ber 
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that the military expenditure of India is only about 5 per cent. of the great trade 
of this cOuntry, which I venture to think is not an extravagant insurance. The 

criticism which has been passed has sometimes been full-bodied in its flavour, 

sometimes of a very mild character. On this occasion I confess I am glad to 
know that the continuity of hostile criticism has been broken, and that my 
colleagues approve of the military policy of the Government. The Hon'ble 
Mr. Mehta '!lade a remark on the method pursued in respect to the charges on 
account of troops lent to the Imperial Government. Now I would ask his attention 

to the despatch of the Government of India of I¥, on the Suakin charges, which 
bas been published as a blue book. In that despatch a full exposition was made 
of the view entertained by the Government of India, and for my part I can ,only 
say that I regard those views as equitable. I am given to understand that at 

last the report of Lord Welby's Commission is to be published, and I do not think 
I ought to forestall the opinion of that Commission by expressing my own. I 
think that is all I need say with reference to the observations which have been 
made on the subject of military expenditure by my Hon'ble Colleagues. 

" My Lord, when speaking in this Council, two years ago, of the frontier 
campaigns of 1897, I mentioned how the great chieftains of the Native States 
had vied with each other in placing their Imperial Service Troops at the disposal 
of the Government of India, and in oRering their swords for service in the 
field. But still more re~ ble has ,been the exhibition of the loyalty of the 
princes and peeple of this country, during tbe progress of the war in South 
Africa-a war which we 'feel assured that great Indian soldier, Lord Roberts, will 
conduct to a conclusion which will give that country lasting peace. All must 
appreciate the necessity for carefully thought out pI.ns and preparation, but it is 
not on!y upon these, or upon the existing numbers of our Indian ArmY,that we 
rely for the security of India. We rely also on the resources of the empire at 
large j and we rely upon the enormous potential strength "h.ich we possell in 
the martial races of this country. 

"It was iD the same speech that I alluded to the achievein .. ,·t; :,f SirWi1Iiam 

Lockhart. I was with him in the last act of the drama of t ~ ~r of 189" at 
the last jirga of the Afrieli., and agaiD at thllt remarkable e! ~ It the Peshawar 
railway station _en they came to bid him farewell i and a well recollect tho 
impression it made on me when one of them stepped forward and said: ' We 
have, fought against you-the next time ~ shall be on your side, ard your 
enemy shall be ours.' What can be more ~ui i  than that the Afridi •• hou!,! 
have offered their services for South Africa? What can be more touching lhra' 
the message from 'Your Afridis,' which came to Sir WiUiam o .~~ 
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in his last illness? No words of mine can express the loss which the Indian 
Army has suffered. 1 do not speak of personal s'orrow, but of the with-

drawal of the present and living influence of a great soldier, high-minded 
and chivalrous, experienced in war, to whom the' whole army ,looked up 
with affectionate reverence. But, my Lord, the name of Lockhart will long 
be remembered in the Punjab and on the frontiers of India. May his 

bright, example animate the younger men to follow in his footsteps,-and 
although we may have disappointments and the result may be slow of accom-
plishment-may his example teach t ~  how the wild tribesmen can be led to 
look upon us as friends, and thus add to the strength of the Indian Army. The 
martial strength of I i ~prep re  at all points-lies in . t ~ loyal faith. of her 
sons in their leaders-among whom history will afford a high place to the name 
of my friend of so many years, and our colleague in this Council. 

II My Lord, death has laid his haria on another eminent soldier, the senior 
officer on the active list of the Indian Army, one who was formerly a member 
of this Council, and afterwards Commander-in-Chief in India. I speak of Field-
Marshal Sir Donald Stewart. His distinguished career has ended, full of years 
and honour, but up to the last he was a power in the council of the empire. 
So long as the Indian Army produces such men as those who have just passed 
away, so long 1I,i\l it maintain its position as a potent f.actor in that greater 
Imperial Army which will, in the future, embrace still more closely all the con-
stituents of military power in the wide-spread empire of our Sovereign." 

The Hontble MR. DAWKINS said :-'<1 will begin by addressing myself 
first to the observations of my friend the Hon'ble Mr. Allan Arthur, wl,ose will-
ingness to place his advice and knowledge at the disposal of Government I 
should like to take this opportunity of cordially acknowledging. 

" In discussinr 'one history of this season in the Financial Statement I 
remarked that tile Exchange Banks had not brought out as much money as usual 
beiore Chr;,stmas to India, they having had profitable employment for their funds 
at home, and that this, together with other reasons, contributed to the rush for 
telegraphic transfers after the New Year, and the decision, ~i  was in con-
sequence forced upon the Secretary .of State, to limit transfers by raising th 
rate. It has been essayed to qualify my remark by some figures supplied t: 
the Hon'ble Mr. Allan Arthur to prove that the Exchange Banks brought out not 
tess but more money than usual before Christmas. My hon'ble friend has had 
the courtesy to show me those figures. I have tried to have them checked, a 
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laborious task, from the registers or the Comptroller-General, and I only 
received the results last night, but ( regret to say that I cannot accept the 
62ures supplied to him as absolutely correct. And there arc other elements to 
be taken into consideration, and ot ~r ways by which the Exchange Banks 

bring out money besides Council drafts, so that I ub~ whether this form 
of comparison, even if I accepted the figures, would be conclusiye. 

However, any discrepancies in ~ e e figures do not really matter much i nor 

could they invalidate my main argument, which wa'l, and is, that, as the 
Exchange Banks very naturally and properly employ their money out of India 
when they can employ it out of Ipdia more profitably than in India, their 
assistance to Indian trade-cannot be depended upon as an absolutely certain 

factor. This is a reason which contributes to the undue' reliance of trade on 
Government, and indeed this year the ~ Banks themselves 1\'anted to 
have an assurance that they could borrow money from the Government, a 
demand that might re o ~l  be held to indicate that, even if the funds they 
were bringing out were -equal in actual amount to those brought out in-
previous years, they were not proportionately sufficient with reference to the 
requirements of this year. then, again, the insufficiency of funds here, when 
rates fell in London a:td Set free money to seek employment in India, resulted in 
a rush for telegraphic transfers mainly on the part of the Banks which led to 
the Secretary oE Stale's action in raising the rate. I do not think I need 
justify or explain the Secretary of State's action. His reasons, and they are 
convincing, arc given in the Despalch publislie4 in last Saturday's Ga.,II,. 
I must say, with all deference, that this incident seems to me to have been 
exaggerated out of all shape and proportion. My hon'ble friend still seems 
to banker after the idea that the Secretary of State should bind himself 
down to a maximum rate. Why should the Secretary of State give 'an 
undertaking that may be illusory? If the circumstances of this year repeated 
tbemselves, would my hon'ble friend ~ e  that it was the first duty of the 
Secretary of State to ensure the stability of our currency j.~ That there will be a 
practical maximum, I think, with the experience L ( this year to guide us in 
fJture, is fairly c;ertain. My bon'ble friend would like to fortiry that certainty, 
21'd to provide for a regular automatic conversion of go,d into rupees by so 

~ i  the Gold Note Act of 1898 when it i. prolo e ~ as Government "U 
undertaken to do, as to empower the Government of Jndia to issue notes or 
rupees against silver in transit purchased by gold tendered in London under 
the Act. This would be definitely providing for the instant conversion of gold 
received into silver; for the more immediate supply of rupees for the present-
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• ation of gold, which I may say, in answer to the Hon'ble Maharajaof Darbhanga. 

ill the measure of the coinage of silver. I may say that, personally, I have much 
sympathy with my hon'ble friend's suggestion though, at the same time, there 
is ~ et i  to be said against introducing any change into the Act until we 
have had somewhat longer experience of gold as legal tender. I think I ought 
also to beg my hon'ble friend not to diLngle the profits 011 sih'er too conspicu· 
ously before the.eyes even of a most virtuollS Govemment. Once let these 
profits ~e o e a determining factor in your action, then good·bye stability. 

HQwever, I am certain his valuable suggestion for e i ~ the Act II in the 
direction 1 havQ described, will recc:i\'l.: c.very considera,tion a.t the ha.nus. QJ 
Governm,=nt. 

U My hon'ble friend has also referred to the q~ tio  of giving the Banks 
access to the Paper Currency Reserve in India.. He must excuse me if I do not 
go fully into a question which is now under the consideration of the Secretary of 
State. Dut 1 ~llr that personally I do see on this question eye to eye with him. 

Nor can 1 for .one mOlnent understand or accept his statement that the 
Presidency Banks are the only C~tr l Banks in the world that receive no 

assistance from the J;>aper Currency, or . that • in all countries with the excel" 
. tion 'of England the Currency can be readily expanded by issuing fiduciary 
paper.' We all bear a good deal of German expansion in tht:se days, but my 
hon'ble friend is really anticipating a colossal expansion, in seeing that excep· 
tional institution. the Imperial Bank; of Germany, which works Ilnder conditions 

that do not exis\ i.n Ind,ia, painted generally o\'er the globe . 

.. I am afraid the change in the entry under the Famine Insurance grant 
from Reduction to Reduction or Avoidance of Debt has failed to commend 

itself to the Hon'ble KUllwar Sir Harnam Singh. Yet I submit it is quite clear 
and has II. reason. If, IX I&yloll&,s;, we have to find three crores for.Railway 
construction, and instead of borrowing three crores only borrow "10 crores 
and provide one froln the una')propriateci balance of the famine gtant, surely 

we avoid debt. My hon'ble friend further suggests that an unappropriated bolLlance 
should be invested in a separate fund, a suggestion in wbich I understand he 
is supported by the Ho.l'ble Mr. Ananda Charlu. I really cannot see the advan-
tage of this. YOll would. on the one hand, invest a crore raised by taxation; 
and you wou!d,ith the other hand, borrow a crore, tbeinterest accruing on 
your i e t~lC t balancing the interest you pay on your loan. The only imagin-
able advantage of such a plan would be if, when famine camf:, Government could 
not find funds to ~e t famine expcnditure.-an almost inconceivable state of 
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t i ~. This is not the case. My hon'hle friend also views with some misgiving 

the c;:shing of postal orders in Presidency-tOll'lls in gQld among a people 

accustomed. for centuries, I understand hiln· to say. to the exclusive lise of 

silver coins. History hardly bears my hon'bil! friend out in.this latter assertion. 

Gold used to circulate till fifty years ago pretty freely in Southern India. and to 
some extent in 'Bengal. Indeed. ,,"hell Lord Dalhousie demonetised gold, he 

received some earnest protests against his action. curious enough reading they 

are. from the native community. I think the notification. ,need cause no 

misgiving •. We did not issue' it lill people had themselves shown their 

desire for gold by 'voluntarily taking over £130.000. .We are there-
fore proceeding gradually. Nor docs my information tally ",ith my hon'ble 

friend's as to sovereigns being sold. in the bazaar with a batta. .1 have 
made a good many inquiries. I "'as told that this \\'as the else at first. 
but bas now ceased to be the case, and that sO\'creigns are passing freely. And 
the f<lct of their circulating freely is corroborated by the evidence bf the 

Director-General of the Post Office. Very fe\v complaints. and.·, those only in 

the first three days. J th:nk. were, reported to the Director-GEperal as being 
made to the payment of postal orders in sovereigns. Since the lIrder eame into 

force £:14.000 have been paid out by Post Offices in Calcutta, £ 13.500 in Bom-
bay. £3.Soo in Madras and over £1,000 in Rangoon. The Currency Offices have 
also continued to payout gold. though. as was to be expected. some gold, no 
doubt .o~ of the gold paid out by the Post Offices. has bcen returned to them. 
The further issues of gold from Cuneney Offices since March loth, whell the 

amount was £'30.700. to March :14th, hue been £113.500, making a total of 
,~ . The Presidf:ncy Banks have also iSlued gold in payment of Govem-

ment cheques to the extent of. oddly enough. another £ II ~.ooo. The issues to 
the public, as the Post Offices draw gold either from the Banks or Currency 
Offices. are represented by tbe sUJD of the lalt two figures. ,~. taken by 

the public since we begant,o offer gold on January Isth. 
~ . 

"l°he Hon'ble Mr. Smeaton has raised two questions .1 behalf of his pros-
p;:rous province of Burma. The first relates to the incidence of the duty on 

local utt. paid in the form of what is called cOl1lposirion on vessels used in its 
manufacture. There appears to be considerable diversity of view on th is lubject in 
Burma. and u ~ doubt as to whether in any case the local industry is Dot doomed. 
The Financial Commissioner himself. I think. has expressed an opinion that tbe 
~ ti tio  of the industry. jf gradual. would not do harm. But the position of 
the industry is complicatud by the question of the .-:iovernmeont fisheries. though ( 
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bC i~ e that any difficulties in this connection could bc got over by adopting the 
Madra; system of special issues of salt for fisheries at privileged rates. How-
eve-r, the Government has no intention of going about to comPass the extinction 

cf a tocal i ll~tr . Rut I am not sure that t~e qU'cstion will not soon arise of 
raising the salt-tax in Burma LO lhe sallie rate as in the rest of Ind:a. The 
pl'oblem before us no\\' is so to raise aild adjust the duty on local salt as to 
enable it to compete faIrly with, but not to be protected against, imported ~l 

pll~i " i tat it'one"rupee per maund. For (think it must be recognized that 

the local duties are in some places too low. We have an instance of the com-
position dULY in Bassdn working out at five annas per lIIaund. Well this gives 
an allowance for water with a vengeance. I cannot quite convince myself-I 
hope I do Burma no injustice-that if anything there is not a shadow of a 
desire there to give the duties just a little gentle protectionist turn in favour of 
their local salt. My hon'ble friend dissents. But my suspicions have been 
fortified by his desire to reduce or keep the duty low because the cost of pro-
duction is high. Such a principle worked ouL;to its logical conclusion would 
carry us very far. You could not vary the excise on cotton because one mill' 
works cheaper or is fiearer a raillvay than anolhii-. However, the subject is one: 
'still u ~r the consideration of the Government pf India. 

t! With regard to the second point, I am glad to learn from my hon'ble 
friend that the arrangement now made for giving tel.egraphic transfers in Calcutta 
or Rangoon at a fixed commission of t rer cent. has given satisfaction. I 
believe Rangoon will find that the arrangements will satisfy all requirements. To 
r ~t Council Bills on Rangoon is impracticable i and I shrewdly suspect that 
the Hon'ble Mr. Smeaton's Rallgoon clients know this but threw in this demand 
to make sure of getting the transfers. I am afraid the payment of Councils half 
in ~1  and half in silver would not get over the difficulty. My hon'ble friend 
. desires tocoinplete the facilities for Rangoon by giving transfers not only in 
Calcntta, but in Bombay. I doubt whether this will be found necessarJltn prac-
tice. But there is no reason against the extension of the arrangement, though 
the commission to be paid ;n Bombay may have to be somewhat higher than in 
Calcutta. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Mehta propounds certain interesting questions which 
('('rtainly could not be exhausted in this debate. Mr. Mehta asks, if 1 heard 
him aright, whether' delicits owing to exchange were not turned into over-
flowing ~;lI Jllu ei by the differences coming from the pockets of the people,'-a 
sOnlt:\lhat r.ypi.: ;~~ t I e I under;;tand Mr. Mehta by this to suggest that 
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• though a declining exchange may have embarrassed GO\'crnmcnt, yet it may 
Ilave increased the popuhlr wealth. I think .if Mr. Mehta will look at the annual 
trade retunlS he will find t hat the largest trade returns arc by no means coincident 

with the lowest (lr with a falling exchange. In fact, it is difficult to c::>tablish 
any relation between a low exchange and large exports, and the pcopll:: who 
urge the plausible theory of a depreciated rupee stimul:1ting exports have a 

bad quartet of an hour when they come to look at statistics. Mr. Mebta also 
means, I think, that the enhancement of the rupee may operate to lIome extent 
as an indirect tax on producers by lo1fering prices. This is a most intricate and 
difficult question. The factt, as we know, seem to polint to the enhancement 
having had little or almost no e ~ t ot the kind. But, assunling the appreciation 
of the rupee had had such an effect, that effect llIeasured in rupees would certainly 
be much less than the direct taxation to which Government would have been 
obliged to resort if, forinstance, "'e had an •• d. rupee to-day, and had to raise 
the same number of rupees as to.-day. 

" The Hon'ble Mr. Mehta is also disposed to challenge our small surplus of 
twenty-four !al.hs as fictitious. He thinks we have taken land revenue too high 
next year, and so does the Hon'ble Sir Hamam Singh that we have not 
allowed sufficiently for the depression of the people, the lOIS of cattle, ett'. 
This may be a matter of opinion. But 1 can assure my hon'ble friend that thu 
elltirnatel have been cautiously framed by the Revenue and Finance Departments 
in consultation with Local Governments, and with good rains aext year we 
expect to see them justified. For his OWI1 Presidency we have accepted withollt 
any modification the estilnates of the Local Goyernment. Mr. Mehta asks for 
some figures of plague expenditure. He correctly states that in the 'Budget 
F.stimate of ,899-1900 provision to the extent cjf about .lIl lakhs WllS made for 
direct expenditure on plague in Bombay, and uks·whlt became of that amount, 
whether it was' absorbed'. I don't know abol!tits being absorbed, but it was 
duly spent, indeed more than this was spent, for the Imperial Government made 
a contribution to Provincial Revenues of .,i.akhs for P"b' ., account, and in la-Ie 
addition a special contribution of about a lakh, to ~ er tt,~ .;(.::'. tlf the Research 
wboratory. The distribution of this sum or otherwise \n1(:". the Municipalities 
il a question for the Government of Bombay. I. may ".h h ,-.(lvant.gtt lay on the 
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table a statement showing the direct expenditure on plague in thc Revised 

Estimate of 1899.190°, and (be Budget Estimate of 1900'1901 :-

Dired ellpelldilu"e fDr the P"C'I!,,,UOII of plag"'!. 

India 
Central Provinces 
Assam 

Dengal 
North·Western ProviDcl. aDd Oudh 
Punjab 
Madras 
Hombay 

TOTAL 

R""i .. a 
E,timMo, 

~I!ID . 

R 

2.50,000 

I,U,OOO 

13,000 

5,42,000 
',92,000 
1,31,000 

5.87.000 
15,72,000 

35,08,000 

Rudg.t 

E.timot., 
ISJUO-I90I. 

R 

2,17,000 

1,21,000 

15,000 

3,75,000 
3,10,000 

59,000 

3,7J,OOo 
15.38,000 

... 
II It is also a complaint that Ci\'il Works in Bombay have been cut down. 

I am afraid when famine and plague are raging you cannot carryon everything 

else on a normal scale. If you ~ e hea,'Y doctor's bills to pay in a private 
house, you are often reduced to curtail some customary expenditure. But Mr. 
Mehta has an absolutely dogged, rooted and radical objection .to our small 
surplus. If be cannot make it disappear in some olher \Yay, he has, at any rate, 
one last way Qf polishing it off-a final Happy Despatch. Give it to Bombay, he 
cries. Now I have every sympathy for thc sore trials-and "cry sore trials they 
are"":of the Western Presidency. bu~ assuredly. as the French say, the appetite 
does come by eating. Bomba;y is leceiving from Imperial Funds 248 lakhs, all 
she asks for on account of famine, and over 34 lakhs for a general grant-in-aid. 
for other obje.cts. includi:g pl~ u , some 2831akhs in all. And Mr. Mehta wants 
to try her digestion further with our little surplus. 

C.~ .. The Hon'ble Mr. Spel •. .' has brought to notice that there is no account 

given in the Financial Statement of tho Provincial balances. I am afraid I must 
confess this omission. but I can only say that the entry of the Provincial 
balances as re-gards very many of the Provinces have been so entirely fictitious 
that we thought it was hardly worth putting these entries in. I have no 
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doubt that in another year, when this entry ",illl ~r.o~~ , :IS I hope it will become, 
less fictitious as r~ r  my hOll' ble friend's own provilll'e, if \1":11 b.., duly put in 
by the Department • 

.. In conclusion, after conveying my thAnl;:s to my colleagues in this Cnullcil 
for their kind language in reference to myself, there remains one nth(,I' pl,·:,!l:..nt 

duty before lJ1e, and that is to express my O10st sincere thanks to t he Members of 

the FiIt.lnce Department for the hearty co.operation and sup Fort accorded to me 
during this year. And above all my thanks are due to the Secretary, Mr. Finllly, 
whose loyalty, knowledge and zeal are above all recognition, and who has n105t 
ungrudgingly in every ,,·ay given to me of his best." 

His Excel/ency THE PRK'SIDKNT said :-" I should like 10 th;lllk Wun'blc 
Members for the readiness which they have shown to act upon the u ~e tio  

which I \'entllred to make at the beginning of this sitt:n;, nam..:!" thl1t such 
parts of their proposed speeches as dealt with matters of a technical cha.racter, 
or were likely to extend to unusual length, should be taken as read, and should 
be laid upon the table for subsequent publication in the Ga6e1le . 

.. In closing this last debate. of the present Session of Council, I am con-
strained to admit that it has not been a Session very prolific in legislation. It 
has not, for that reason, been, in my opinion, any the worse. On the contlary, I 
think that we opened the-Sc:Ision with too full a wallet. Our Session is, owing 
to the conditions of our life at Calcutta, necessarily limited in dur:ltion. All the 
stages of legislation, after the preliminary enquiries and introducti\ln of the 
various Bills, have practically to be got through in the space of three tnonths. 
In the case of small or uncontentious measures this is enough, and more lltan 
enough. In the case of an important measure, which has been long debated, and 
has probably only reached· the stage of legislation after years ofprevioustiiscul-
sion, it may also be sufficienL But I doubt if it is sufficient in cases where leveral 
important measures may be simultaneously on the Agenda paper, and where, in 
the course of examination of the Bill. themselYes, acute difference of opinion may 
be developed, or alterations may be made in a Bill ill Select Committee or else-

where that radically affect its original character. In such case! I would sooner 
be charged with undue caution than with extravagant hute. We are free in 
India from the particular temptation that impels Governments to IceislaLe at all 
hazards in the British Parliament, namely. the desire either to fulfil the promises 
sometimes rashly given upon platforms at a previous election, or to establish 
a better record than their political opponents for the purpOl:,!!I of the ensuing 
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one. Dcing free from these temptations, and having no st2nrlard of action beyond 

our own sense of responsibility, and of the public needs, .1 think that it behoves \1S 
to legislate sparingly, to look very closely to the quality, and not too much to the 

quantity, of our output, and, while very jealously guarding the duty of Government, 
which is to lead public opinion, and ill no way to abrogate the supreme authority 
vested ill us-,at tho same time not to push our mcasures through with undue 
precipitation, above all, not to give to any party or interest the idea that it, views 

have been imperfectly considered, or contemptuously brushed aside. 

U For these reasons we have, during the present Session, postponed the 

Assam Labour Bill, upon which we did not receive, until too late a date, all the 

replies that we had asked for j and the Coal Mines Bill, in which amendments so 

substantial were introduced in Select Committee, that we felt it desirable again 
to consult the Local Governments, before proceeding further with the Bill. It 
was on similae:,grouods that I announced the withdrawal of the Press Messages 

Bill ten days ~, . Now there may be some people who may make this series 

of postponements a source of reproach, and may interpret them as a sign of weak 
or distracted counsels. I do not think that, at allY ratp. in the present case, 

there would be. the slightest justification for such a reproach. Speaking for the 
rest of my colleagues as well as myself, 1 can truthfully say that we have acted 

only after careful deliberation and in the public interest j and [ believe that our 
decision has been ratified by public opinion, and has been acceptable to the 
majority of Hon'ble Members who sit upon t i~ Council. For my own part, I say 
unhesita:ingly that, in proportion as our Legislative machinery in India is prompt 
and powerful in itll action, and is free from many of the clogs that impede legis-
lation in England-so should it only be employed with much forethought and 

ddiberation. That does not mean for a moment that Government must never pass 
ullpopular Bills. All legislation is unpopular with somebody j and 1 have seen 
enough of Parliamentary life to have heard the most sahitary measures denounced 
as iniquitolls at the tilde of their introduction, and to have seen Statesmen and 

Go\'ernmcnts savagely abused for the passing of Acts which were aherwa\"ds 
extollecl as their principal title to fame. 1 ~re , therefore, that this Council 
In my time will pass some Bills that will be stoutly resisted and roundly assailed. 
All 1 hope is that we shall 110t be guilty of the p rti~ul r vice of legislation in a 
hurry. .:; 

" Passing from these ~ er l considerations to the .discllssion in which we are 
at prc:.elll cng:lgp.d, it will, [ Am sure, be the opinion of al\ who heard the Ilon'ble 
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Mr. Dawkins last Wednesday, that he placed before us a clear a.nd even lumin-
ous statement, dealing with a large variety of subjects, and a great mass of 
figures, with the easy confidence that betrays the hand of the muter 
and wins the confidence of the pupil. I am sure that we all of us regret 
that we shall not listen to many more such statemer"ts from his lips, and that the 
Go er e~t of India will not profit in future years by Mr. Dawkins' wide experi_ 

ence and expert counsel He is unfortunately leaving us, after a too brief period 
of Indian service. During that time he has had to contend with circumstances 
representing a transitional phase in our financial history; and he bas further seen 

all prospect of a notable Budget, of a large surplus, of great schemes, of a sensible 
relief of taxation-in fact all the legitimate a'pirations of a financier-stolen 
from him by the sad famine against which \\"e are now strog,ling. One by one, 
therefore, his Span:sh castles have been dissolved in thin air, and he has been 

compelled ~o present a curtailed programme and a stem business statement, in 
"which, if there is nothing stallling or sensational, it is yet a maUer of sincere" 
congratulation, not merely that equilibrium is maintained, but tbat a slight 
surplus is even estimated for the forthcoming year. Nevertheless, in his year of 
office Mr. Dawkins has not failed to leave his mark, and it will be found to be a 
durable mark, upon our financial history and system. He has successfuDy 
inaugurated the new era under which the sovereign has become legal tender in 
India, and stability in excbange has assumed what ."e hope msy be a stereotyped 
form. This great change has been introduced in defiance of the vatidnationa of 
an the prophet. of evil, and more especially of the particular prophecy that we 
could not get gold to come to India, that we could not keep it in our hands il we 
got it here, but that it would slip 10 quickly through our fingers that we shOUld 
e,en have to borrow t() maintain the necessary supply. As a matler of fact, we 
are almost in the position of the mythological king, who prayed that all fie 
touchecfmight be turned into lold, and was then rather painfully surpriled when he 
found that his food had been converted into the same somewhat indigestible material· 
So much gold, indeed, have we got, that we are now giving gold for rupees as well 
a. rupees for gold, ... ,., we are really in the enjoyment of complete convertibility-a 
state of affairs whicb would have been derided as impossible by tbe experts a rear 
ago. Mr. Dawkins has further introduced several useful reforms in the method 
of stating our accountl. That delusive column that appeared to represent 
.Lon by Exchange hal vanished. The dreadful and bewl1dering symbol of Rx. 
bas been politely bowed out of existence. I remember last year, when still a 
newcomer from England, and before I had become accustomed to the multiplicity 
of Indian financial symbols, being COMiderably puzzled at the occurrence in the 
lime statement of no les. than five different methods of computation. ,i ••• 

• 
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Rupees. Tens of Rupees, PouRds Sterling, Lacs and CrQres. Now, I have never 
myself understood why finance, because it is complex, need also be made obscure. 
But Mr. Dawkins is one of the few financiers whom I ha\'e found willing to sub-
.cribe to that elementary proposition. A useful step has also been taken by him 
by which the only public works that will in future be charged against the Annual 
Famine Grant, or as it is sometimes called. Famine Insurance Fund, of It crores 
-will be works that are designed and executed exclusively as a ~ protection 
agsinst famine. This does not mean that such works can be brougllt up to the 
full margin of the grant, for protective public works are necessarily limited in 
number. What it does mean is that the allocation of the grant for such famine 
protective" purposes as are available will be more easily traceable. the unappro-
priated balance being devoted as now to avoidance of debt. Perhaps in this 
respect we may be able to carry correct definition even further in the future. 
Du,ring his term of office Mr. Dawkins has further adopted a liberal policy in his 
attitude towards banking and other enterprise in this country: and if he has not 
been here long enough to carry to a final conclusion the important question of 
banking amalgamation or reform, he has appreciably expedited the solution of 
the problem, and has facilitated the labours of his successor by the free and fear-
less discussion which he has inaugurated, both in private conference and in 
public despatch, upon this momentous issue. Finally, in the reply to which we 
have just listened, Mr. Dawkins has sholl'n an ability to meet the criticisms 
which 'ha'fe been passed upon his Budget in the course of this debate which 
renders it a cause of additional regret that this is the last occasion on which we 
shall listen to a similar performance from him. 

"Such are some at any rate of the services which have been rendered by 
our retiring Finance Member. I now pass to an examination of certain features" 
in the Budget, and of the observations that have fallen from some of my Hon'ble' 
Colleagues this afternoon. 

CI It has been made abundantly clear that the main source of distUrbance in 
the calculations, both of the past . and the ensuing financial year, has been 
famine. But for famine Mr. Dawkins would have had a great surplus, and 
might have" introduced what is generally known as a popular Budget. Let me 
endeavour to give you an idea of the extent to which this cyclonic disturbance 
has affected, and is still affecting, India. I put on one side for the moment the 
fact. which is known to you all from the .·eekly Gazette, that we are now 
engaged in relieving, in one form or another, nearly 5.000,000 persons, more 
than'the entire population of many not inconsiderable States. Such a thing has 
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never been heard of before in the history of Indian or indeed of any other famine. 
How greatly this famine transcends in 'importance its predecessor may be 

illustrated by the fact that in the Ce.ntraJ Provinces. the centre of the deepest 
scarcity, both in the famine of 1E97 and now, whereas at the height of the 1897 
famine, i.e., at the close of the month of May. Jess than 700,000 persons were in 
receipt of relief, on the present occasion, Ii million of persons are already re. 
ceiving relief a't the end of March In one district alone. that of Raipur. oyer 
30 per cent. of the wholr: population are upon relie:f. i .•.• 500,000 persons, out of 
a total of 1.600,000, are being supported by the State. In four districts of 
Bombay between 20 and 30 per cent. of the entire population, in three diltficlJ 
of Berar 20 per cent., and in the Ajmer.Menrara Diyision 20 per cent., are on 
relief. 

"But let me represent the seyerity of the .miction to you from another 
point of view. J see it sometimes stated, and the critics of British rule in 
India are very fond of this argument, that the real causes of recurring famine 
are not the failure of rain, the exhaustion of the loil, or the loIS of crop., but 
the' pressure of land taxation and the drain upon the resources of the people. 
Now I cannot pause to-day to discuss the question of land . e ~e t.. We 
have listened to some interesting observations on the subject from Mr. Bose. 
the Maharaja of Darbhanga, and Mr. Mehta. What they have said will b ~ 

the earnest attention of Government. But J may point out, in terms of pound., 
sbiDings, and pence, exactly what a great Indian droueht doe. involve in the 
tlestruction of agricultural wealth i and tho.e who hear tbe fi&:ureB may then 
judge how far any revision or modification of our revenue sy.tem, putting aside 
the question whether it be or be not drlirable or fea.ible, would of it.elf alone 
enable an agricultural population to Itaad the shock of a calamity at once 10 
IUd den and 10 devastating. ' ' :;: 

II The wheat crop of  India average. (5 million ton., worth at 11' ... t 
£24,000,000. Thi. year the estimates receiyed from the proYiAce. 
-point to a crop of about 3,OOO,COO ton.. Even if we allow that the 
money nlue of these 3.000,000 tons in a famine year il creater tbaa 
in an ordinary year, we Jet cannot put the 10llel of the Indian agriculturist 
on this one crop alone at leIS than from £8,000,000 to £10,000.000. 
Take another great staple crop-cottoD. The Indian cottdn crop aVCl'a£es 
in value £ IS,OOO,ooo sterling. This year itl outside "alue doel not exceed 
£5,000,000, or a loss of £7,000,000 sterling. A third great crop iloii.eed.l 
aamely, linseed and rapeseed. It ordinarill covers 18 miUions of acre.. In 
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the present year this 'crop is practically non-existent outside of Bengal, the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudb. 

II These losses, great as they are in relation to the annual produce of India 
as a whole, are still greater in relation to the produce of the famine region, to 
which they are practically confined. I will take the case of a single province. 
A very careful return of this year's harvests of (ood-grains has just been received 

from Bombay. On a very moderate computation, the JOBS to the cultivators in 
that Presidency, al compared with the value of the harvests in preceding 

years, hal been £15,000,000. They have also lost about £4.000,000 on their 
colton crop. What they have further lost in the matter of cattle it is impossi-

bleto conjecture, but the figures must be enormous . 

.. These facts appear to me to be sufficient of themselves to explain ,how 
it is that the present famine is so terrible, and the distress so great i and o~ 

impossible it would be for any Government to anticipate the consequences of 
a visitation of nature on so gigantic and ruinous a scale • 

.. Now let me tum to the financial aspect of the famine. The cost of famine 
to the Government of India is incurred in a number of different ways, in direct 
famine grants to the Local Governments, in the decrease of revenue arising 
from suspensions and remissions, ill. indirect expenditure, and in increase of 
prices. Summarising these heads, I find that the cost of the present famine, 
partly estimated, partly already incurred, will be somell'hat as follows. Famine 
relief in the past year, 308! lakhs, in the ensuing year, 5001 lakhs i loss of revenue 
in the past year, !J36 lakhs, in the ensuing year, UI lakhs i compensation 
for dearness of provision!. and increase in cost of food-supplies in the past year, 
37 lakhs, in the ensuing year, 71 lakhs, or a grand total of over I lit crores, or 
nearly 81 minions sterling. To this should be added the temporary cost of 
other direct charges, such as loans to Native States, amounting in the past year 
to 4B lakhs. in the ensuing year to 75 lakhs, and agricultural advances amounting 
to 371 and 20 lakhs in the two years, respectively • 

.. So much for the handal aspect of famine. Perhaps the figures of cost, 
when viewed alongside of those of the numbers of persons afl'eded, and the loss 
of crops involved, may give to the public some sort of idea what a g.-eat famine 
in India means. That to some extent its magnitude has already been realised 
in England is, I think, clear from the liberal contributions that are now pouring 
in upon us from Br:tish sources. I am confident that I shall not err if I take 
advantage of the present opportunity to expreSs our united acknowledgments to 
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the Lord' Mayor of London, in particular, aDd to the Lord Mayors and Mayors 
of other great towns in Great Britain and Ireland, for 1 he patriotic readiness 
with which they have inaugurated the, \'arious relief funds, and also to the gener-
ous British public for the splendid manner in which, in the midst of all their 
distractions, they have remembered our sorrows, and are, weekly and daily t 
giving of their substance for India's relief. We have done our best for them in 
respect of tlieir war; and they are nobly repaying the obligation in respect of 
Our famine. Nor must we fail to include in our thanks those British Colonies 
in both hemispheres who are once again showing a most practical sympathy with 
our misfortunes j and whose union with the mother country and with her great 
Asiatic dependency, whether it be for the purpose of conduding a war. or for that 
of alleviating the suffering of the masses-strikes a harmonious and resounding 
note at the dawn of a new century, which will re-echo throughout the world. 

, :" When in the month of December last a warning Circular was issued by 
the • Government of India concerning relief tests aAd relief distribution, 
a?prehension was expressed in some quarters that its purport might be mis-
understood by the Local Governments, who might thereby be led to restrict 
relief to a dangerous degree, and to read into the cautious utterances of the 
Supreme Government, a hint that relief Musl be contracted, and expenditure 
curtailed, however urgent the requirements oLthe people. The Circular has 
now· been in . operation for three months. The numbers upon relief are in 
themselves sufficient to show how little ground there was for the appre_ 
hensions which I have quoted. On the other hand, we know from the replies of 
Local Governments that our insistence on the proper application of tests atld 
precautions, and on the limitation of relief to the strict necessities of the case, 
was greatly needed; and that our warning has led to very desirable reforms. We 
are satisfied from the reports as to the health and general :condition of the people 
in the distressed tracts which we constantly receive that sufficient relief is being 
given, and we also have the best of reasons for believing that, had not the Con-
ditions of relief been made more stringent, and had not additional precautions 
been applied, the State would now be engaged in the support of many who were 
by no means at the end of their resources. 

"There remains one more test which I should like to apply to our famine-
relief system. I refer to the test of the death-rate. I have called for the figures, 
and I have been astonished at the number of famine-stricken provinces and 
dislricts in which the mortality is scarcely at all in excess of the normal. In 
the Central Provinces, there is only a single district in which the excess is so 

T 
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marked as to attract aitention I saw a letter a day or,two ago from a visitor 

to the worst area in that province, and he reported that there was little to 

distinguish the persons upon relief-works from labourers engaged upon Govern-

,ment work in ordinary times. I understand the same impression to be borne 

put by the personal experince of Mr. Rees. Contrast these facts with the 

shocking mortality in the last famine. In some of the districts of Bombay, in 

Berar, and in Ajmere, where the death-rate has risen, the chief cause of 

,the deaths attributed to privation, is the enormous influx of destitute 

refugees from the neighbouring Native States, where the same perfection of 

relief-works, and the same care for'the life of the people do not exist. I am 

afraid that in many of these States deaths from staA"ation are Humerous. 

Jaipur is managing its own rdief generously and well i but in January 1,250 

deaths from starvation were reported, mostly wanderers from Marwar. In the 

same month, 250 starvation deaths were reported ro~ Kotah. ,: In Udaipur, 

\\'hich has been very backward, there were 1,100 starvation deaths in January, 

and 3,250 in February. I might quote other and similar cases. The problem 

in Native States is a difficult one, ariling from the "ant of experience of the 
Durbars, the complete novelty to many of their number of the principle itself of 

State-relief, the lack of organisation, and the wild character of some of the hill 

tribes. Many of the Native princes have shown wonderful energy and public 
spirit. But the real efficacy of the system adopted by the Government of India 

is best shown by contrasting i, with that which prevails in joi~i  tracn; not 

directly under British administration. The experience of such a famine as this 
is enough to extinguish for ever the fallacy that these visitations are less severe 

in their incidence, or less calamitous in their result in Native territory than they 

are in British India. The figures and facts pt=ove irrefutably an entirely opposite 
condition of affairs. 

II Now in connection with ,Famine, there are t\\'o classes of remedial or 

preventive measures frequently suggested to us, about which I should like, at this 

stage, to say a word. The employers of labour in India are in the habit of say-

ing-·I Here we are in great straits for want of labour in our mines, our factories, 

or our mills. On the other hand,  only a few hundred miles away are thousands of 

able-bodied persons, who are only being saved from starvation by the intervention, 

and at the cost, of Government. Why does not Government spare its own pocket, 
and at the same time help us, by moving these people from where they are not 

wanted to where they are? Nothing, indeed, can sound more simple on paper. 
But nothing is more difficult in practice, In the first place, human labour, and 

particularly native labour, is not like a cartload of bricks. or gravel, or stones, 
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which can ,be taken up here and dumped down there, wherever ),ou plf!:tSe. III 
the second place, we and our officers have too much to do in time of '/1 mine 
to ,be able to convert Government into a sort of vast Hmigration Bureau. 
For such a purpose is wanted a close enquiry into the conditions 01 1:1bonr, 
the organization of transport, protection of the labour when transpc.rtcd, and 
so on. If we undertake to move these large batches of men, we sh311 al::"o, 
if the experiment ptoves a failure, be held responsible, and shall have til bring 
them back again. In all likelihood very many of them would die on Lbe wny. 
I\ow that is not primarily our busines!!. It is emphatically a case in which capital 
should help itself, and should not .hift its own responsibility on to Government. 
It IS the business of Government to lend eVf:ry assistance in its power, and that 
I would most gladly do. But I should like to see the employers of labour a littl.: 
more willing to help themsel\'t:s. I know that, if I were one of their number, and 
were in need of labour, I would have my agents out at oncc, truelling hrre, 
there, and everywht-re. and picking out the stuff that I wanted in suitable 
prodnces and localities. 

II The second suggestion that is frequently made to me, I admit as a rule 
from the outside of India, where I am afraid that a good deal of ignorance of the 
actual position prevails, is that the obvious method to stop famines is to introduce 
irrigation. Some of these writers seem to plume themselves upon the originality 
of the idea, and to be unaware that such a thing as irrigation has ever been 
heard of 'in India, or has been so much as attempted here. They do nOl Beem 
to realise that irrigation has been going on in India for quite a conlliderable 
r.umber of years, that about 19 millions of acres in India are already under 
il'rigation, and that upon the works .50 undertaken has been spent a, capital 
outlay of no less than :asi minions sterling. Worthy people write me letters 
based upon the hypothesis that any Indian river which ultimately discharges its 
waters into the sea is reatly so much agricultural wealth gone astray, 'which 
somehow or other the Government of India ought to have got hold of at an earlicr 
stage, and turned into crops and gardens. Now I have had a very careful 
estimate made out for me of the extent of tr •• 11 ground in the wholo of India 
which we are lilcely to be able to bring under cultivation, either by new irrigation 
projects, or by elttensions of existing systems. Under the head of Productive 
works, ; .•• , works which may be expected to yield a net revenue that will more 
than cover the interest on the capital outby, the estimated increment is about 
31 million acres, and the estimated outlay between 8 and 9 millions 
'lerling. Under the tiead of Protective workl!, ; ••. , works which will not pay, 
and which inasmuch as thay constitute a perlllanent financial burden on the 
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State, can·only be undertaken in exceptional cases, and then asa rule do very 

little towards the prevention of famine, we contemplate spending about 10 lakhs a 
year, and shall probably . in this way about double the area of 300,000 

acres which is covered by that character of work at the present time. It 
seems therefore that the total practicable increase to the irrigable area of 
J ndia under both heads will not amount to much more than 4,000,000 acres. This 
increase will, of course, be of value in its addition to the tOlal food-supplying area 

of the ou lr ~ in the employment of labour thereby given, and in its effect upon 

prices in time of famine. But I am afraid that it cannot be expected to secure 

immunity from drought to districts now liable to famine, or to help directly 

their suffering inhabitants. Indeed, when a desert tract is brought under 

cultivation, a stimulus is given to the growth of population, and'more mouths 

have in time to be fed. The fact remains that the majority of the irrigation 
wor}<s that were most feasible, or most urgently required as protective measures 

against famine, have now been carried out, and that t ~e  is not in irriga-
tion that prospect of quite indefinite expansion with i ~ the' popular idea 
sometimes credits it. At the same time, I am so much in agreement with the 
general proposition which has received a good deal of support from many 

quarters in the course of the present debate, that irrigation. should be encour-
agr.d, both because of the extension thereby given to the growth of food-supplies 
in this country, and because, in the case of what are known as Productive 
works, of the extraordinarily remunerative character of the capital outlay, that, 
I have inaugurated, since I came to India, a definite and, as I hope, a perma-
nent extension (so long as we can find the works to undertake) of our Irriga-
tion pro r ~e. In my predecessor's time, the annual Irrigation grant 

amounted to 75 lakhs. Last year I persuaded Sir James Westland to increase 
this i and in the financial year just expired we have spent 90 lakhs, some of it 
being. directly applied to the provision of la bour in famine dist;icts j while 
during the forthcoming year, in spite of the generlol curtailment of 
our programme owing to famine, I have prevailed upon Mr. DatI'kills to 
fix the Irrigation grant at 100 lakhs, or one crore of rupees. I am hopeful 

that generosity in this respect will not be a misplaced virtue, either in the direct 
returns that it will bring in, or in its general effect upon the prosperity of the 

country. For the reasons that I have named, I doubt whether irrigation can 
continue to do as much in the future as it has done in the past, owing to the 
gradual exhaustion of the majority of the big schemes. Still even if our sphere 
of action is less grandiose and spacious than in bygone dars, I believe that, for a 

long time to come, and certainly during my day, we shall find more than enough 
to occupy our funds with smaller and less ambitious designs. 
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"I pus to the-question of military e.xpenditure. The principal military 

incident of the past year has of course b~e  ·the campaign in South Africa, to 
which we have lent a force of rather over 8,000 British officers ;md men from 

India, as well lIS some 3,000 Natives for non·combatant services. Now, I 

myself should have been glad if the British Government had seen thc'lr way to 

employ some.of our gallant Native regiments, infantry, and perhaps still more 

cavalry, as well j and at an early stage in the war, I made the offer, on behalf of 
the Government of India, to send a large force. I should have been willing to 
send 10,000 men. I believe that had the offer been accepted, it would ha\'e pro-
voked an outburst of the heartiest satisfaction in this country, where the manifest-

ations of loyalty have been so wide· spread, and, in my opinion, so conspicuously 
genuine. You must not imagine for a moment that the Home Government 
were indifferent to the offer, or were unconscious of the great display of patriotism 
in India that would have more than justified its acceptance. They \vere as well 

aware of these facts, and as grateful for the spirit displayed, as has been 
Her Majesty the Queen-Empress, "'ho, throughout the war has not 
ceased to press upon me her desire that I should lose no opportunity of testi-
fying her admiration for the devoted loyalty of the Indian prince!', the Indu! n 
arm)" and the Indian people. Nor did the refusal o( the offer involve the llight-
est slur upon the Native army. It was refused for more reasons than one. It 
wal thought undesirable to import any racial element into the contelt. The 
British on one side were eneaged in fighting tbe Boers on the other j a.nd, had 
other combatants been engaged, it  might not have stopped at Indian forees. 
There .as the further consideration that, had Great Britain transferred a portion 
of her great Indian anny to fight her battles in South Africa, an impression 
might have been produped that her own strength in white men was not suffi-
cient for the strain of a,second-class campaign; an impression which might 
have had unfoitunate consequences in its effect upon a local population per-
petually hovering on the yerge 01 revolt. For these realOn. the offer wal 

declined. 

" Now, it cannot be expected for one moment that a war 10 momentous-
reYOlutioaising all our ideas-and not ourl alone, but those of the entire world 
-upon questions of ~ e t, of tactics, and of the whole science 4fId prac-
tice of warfare-should pus by without leaying a direct impreel upon the 
military policy of India, a. it will do upon that of every military power in the 
globe. A storm bas taken place in the great ocean, the commotion caused by 
which will be felt thouaands of miles away on eyery beach and shore. Here, 
•• elsewhere, we shall requite to set our on house in order, t., oVf'rhaul our 

V 
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military machine, and to profit by the lessons le r ~ . We have already 
set to work to do it. Do not imagine that these 'sorls of reforms can 

anywhere be undertaken without an additional outlay. The first result 

of the Transvaal war will, I firmly believe, be an increase to the budget of 

every military nation in the world. If two small republics, however rich in money 
and in guns. could ~t  up for four months against" the main tr~ t  of the 

British army, and could put the British nation to an expenditure which. before 

the entire bill is paid, may be nearer to 100 millions. than 50, are we to stint the 
annual expenditure' that may be _ required to protect this \'ast Empire of India, 

as large as the whole of Europe without Russia, against the infinitely more 
formidable dangers by which it may one day be threatened? I venture to say 
that no sterner critic, and no more uncompromising foe of extravagance, or  of 
levity in military expenditure. has ever entered the offices of the Government of 

India than myself.- But at the same time. as head of that Government, I know 

my responsibilities, and, if my colleagues and I are convinced that the 
military protection of India against the perils by \\'.hich she moy be menaced 
absolutely require that this or that expenditure should be incurrrd. we shall not -

flinch from undertaking it. My greatest ambition is to have a peaceful time in 
India, and to devote all my energies to the work of administrative and material 
development, in which there are so many reforms that cry aloud to be under-
taken, I ~e no present reason why those p~ tio  should be interrupted or 

destroyed. But I do not wish or mean to place myself in a position in which 
later on, should the peril come, public opinion shall be able to turn round upon 
me and say, 'We trusted YOUj we would have given you what you ~  for the 
. legitimate defenl'e 01 India. But you nehher fO'esaw the future, nor gauged 
" the present j and yours is the responsibility of failure, if failure there be '. 

" I say then that I see no chance of a reduction in the military estimates 
for some time to come. There are many respects in which we can save. or in 
which expenditure can be overhauled, scrutinised, and cut down. In the present 
and following year we shall make a very con!liderable saving in consequence of 
the Frontier Policy which has been inaugurated during the past 1:1 months, 
and in the withdrawal of regular troops !erving beyond oui' administrative 
frontier. There are many such fields of possible reduction. But· the sum: total 
of these econcmies is small in relation to the heavy items of expenditure that 
cannot possibly be escaped. Take re-armament alone. Sir E. Collen has told 
us in his Memorandum that the cost of re-arming the Native army and Volun-
teers in India with a !nagazine rifle will amount to 11 crores by itself, and -yet 
",ho would urge for a moment that tile expe!'!diture should not be undertaken, or 
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should be u'nduly delayed? If we are ! pe ~i  o\'er 12 crorcs in two yean, as 
I have remarked in an earlier part of my !'peech, in saving So millions of people 

from the peril of death by starvation, shall 'we grudge the crores that may be 
required to save 300 millions of people from the perils-almost worse than 

death of disorder, and anarchy and cbaos that might ensue were thc British 

arms on or leyond ,the frontiers of India at any time t«;l experience a serious 

ditlasb:r? ~t not anyone carry away the idea that because for a few months, 
or even for a year, we have been able to spare 8,000 of our British troops for 

Africa, the British garrison in India can be permanently reduced by that amount. 

There can be no more complete or foolish, illusion. Because a man It:nds for 

a night the watchdog that luards his house to a neighbour who is being attacked 

by robbers, does it, therefore, follow Ihat his own house will be Lble to get en 

in future without protection? There is al\\,lIys scme ri~  in denuding India of any 
considerAble portion of her garrison. Tt:at ri!>k is grealer or less according to 

the conditions of the time, and the attitude of neighbouring powers. It was 
present upon the present occasion, and the late Co ~er i C ie  and I, in 

deciding to lend 10 Her Majesty's Government a certain number or troops 

for South Africa-and here let me remark in passing that the papers have been 

wrong in speaking of the demands or orders of Her Maj«osty'l Government, 

seeing that the latter have never done, and could not do, more than ask us to 

lend what-.. e might be willing to .pare-took upon ourselvel to run that risk. 

But because we are likely to surmount it luccessfully on this occasion, would it 

be statesmanship to make the risk permanent ~ 

II I wonder if those persons who employ this curious argument would have 

said that, if .'e had been able to accept the offers of the Various Native Princes 

who 10 loyally proffered their personal services to the campaign, it was a proof 
that India could get on permanently without those Chiefs j ,or. supposing we bad 
sent 10,000 or 20,000 Native troops to South Africa, that the Native army 

ought, therefore, in futurf', to be reduced by that number. Let no one. there-
fore, be taken in by this sort of argument. These are not days when the 
military strength of any empire is likely to be reduced. They are not 

days wben the military strength of lhe Indian Empire can with safety 

be reduced. If Lord Dufferin could hold 14 years a",-, that the present 
armed strength of India, which was raised by him to its present tOlal, 

was necessary for the preservation of order in this great country, for the 

fulfilment of our engagements, and for the proteclion of our boundarits, 
will any sensible man be found to tell Pie that anything has occ;u:red 
since, whether it be in the elCperience of warfare in Sculh AfriC41, Or 
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whether it be in the events that we hear of from day to ~  in Central Asia and 
on the borders of Afghanistan, to prove that we can now fulfil our obligations 

with less P No, there are two great duties of Imperial statesmanship in India. 
The first i. to make all these millions of people, if possible, happier, more con· 

tented, more prosperous. The second is to keep them and their property safe. 
We are not It j ~, for the sake of the 'one duty, to neglect the other. We 

woul d prefl'r to discharge our responsibility.-and it is no light o ~i  respect 
of both. With these remarks I will bring tbe present debate to a close, and 
will now adjourn this Council si'" die. 
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